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Towards a benchmark for Semantic Web
reasoners - an analysis of the DAML ontology
library
Christoph Tempich and Raphael Volz




Benchmarks are one important aspect of performance evaluation. This paper
concentrates on the development of a representative benchmark for Semantic
Web-type1 ontologies. To this extent we perform a statistical analysis of available
Semantic Web ontologies, in our case the DAML ontology library, and derive
parameters that can be used for the generation of synthetic ontologies. These
synthetic ontologies can be used as workloads in benchmarks.
Naturally, performance evaluation can also be performed using a real work-
load, viz. a workload that is observed on a reasoner being used for normal op-
erations. However, such workloads can usually not be applied repeatedly in a
controlled manner.
Therefore synthetic workloads are typically used in performance evaluations.
Synthetic workloads should be a representation or model of the real workload.
Hence, it is necessary to measure and characterize the workload on existing
reasoners to produce meaningful synthetic workloads.
This should allow us to systematically evaluate different reasoners and rea-
soning techniques using a benchmark to gain realistic practical comparisons of
individual systems.
1.1 Related Work
The development of benchmarks for ontology-based systems is substantially dif-
ferent from the development of a test suite [3] for testing the correctness or
ability of a reasoner in handling particular primitives of an ontology language.
The latter is intended to give yes or no answers to questions like whether a sys-
tem can make certain entailments or find particular inconsistencies. The former,
however, is intended to come up with numbers for a set of performance criteria
(metrics).
Within the Description Logic community benchmarking [8, 6] was performed
repeatedly in the past for empirical system comparsion. However, these represen-
tativeness of the used benchmarkss [1, 7, 6] are questionable for practical cases
1 Hence RDFS, DAML+OIL and OWL
due to several reasons. For example, [8] tested the performance of class satis-
fiability based on a sequence of classes which are (exponentially) increasingly
difficult to compute. These class definitions are hardly representative for practi-
cal cases. The test for ABox reasoning was underdeveloped since most systems
at the time of evaluation did not support any ABox reasoning capabilities.
[6] used both real and synthetically generated knowledge bases as one part
of their evaluation of knowledge representation systems. The study was only
concerned with the terminological part of knowledge representation systems and
used a target representation language of limited expressivity for generating syn-
thetic knowledge bases. The generated knowledge bases, however, are not real-
istic for Semantic Web-type knowledge bases as we will see from our analysis.
Hence, their assumption for class formation 2 is not representative.
1.2 Contribution
In this paper, we provide a systematic approach for the creation of benchmarks
for knowledge representation systems. The key characteristic of our approach is
that we want to use generating functions to create synthetic ontologies ar, which
are derived from structural properties of a given (representative) set of ontolo-
gies. If the set of analyzed ontologies is structurally inhomogeneous, clustering
techniques are applied to come up with k homogeneous subsets, viz. types of
ontologies, for which separate synthetic ontologies can be created. A particular
benchmark then consists of several synthetic ontologies representing individual
types. Instead of reducing language expressivity to the least common denomina-
tor (RDFS in the Semantic Web case), we consider the inability of a particular
reasoner to support certain language primitives in our performance evaluation
design.
1.3 Limitations
While our approach (with proper adaptation) might be reusable to evaluate other
tools relevant to KR-based applications, e.g. editors and visualization tools, our
primary focus is set on evaluation of the inference and data processing core of
knowledge representation systems. Additionally, we do not consider the iden-
tification of a representative list of service requests, which nevertheless are an
important aspect in a benchmark. The actual generation of synthetic ontologies
is subject of our ongoing research, nevertheless the initial results of our analysis
appear to be promising and worth to disseminate.
1.4 Structure of the paper
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our approach to per-
formance evaluations using benchmarks. Section 3 presents our analysis of the
DAML ontology collection, which motivates the necessity for a categorization
into several types of ontologies. Section 4 describes the clustering and shows
2 each class definition is a conjunction containing one or two class symbols (super-
classes) zero or one cardinality restriction and zero, one or two value restrictions
how we come up with three categories of ontologies, which are more homoge-
nous. We conclude in Section 5 summarizing our results and giving an outlook
to ongoing and future work.
2 Performance Comparisons
We consider benchmarking as the process of performance comparison of two or
more reasoners by measurements. A benchmark is the workload used in such
measurements. Each performance comparison draws itself on a set of perfor-
mance criteria or metrics. The choice of the metrics directly depends on the list















Fig. 1. Services and Metrics in Benchmarks
2.1 Reasoning Services
For each service request several possible outcomes exist (cf. Figure 1). Generally,
we can assume that a particular system can either respond correctly, incorrectly
or cannot answer the request. A reasoner usually offers query services to interface
with the system, several systems also allow update services for manipulation of
the knowledge base.
Unlike databases, a reasoner supporting DAML+OIL or OWL, will usually
offer several different query services w.r.t. an ontology O. These query services
primarily target queries about classes:
1. class-instance membership queries: given a class C,
(a) ground: determine whether a given individual a is an instance of C;
(b) open: determine all the individuals in O that are instances of C;
(c) “all-classes”: given an individual a, determine all the (named) classes in
O that a is an instance of;
2. class subsumption queries: i.e., given classes C and D, determine if C is a
subclass of D w.r.t. O;
3. class hierarchy queries: i.e., given a class C return all/most-specific (named)
superclasses of C in the T-Box and/or all/most-general (named) subclasses
of C in the T-Box;
4. class satisfiability queries, i.e., given a class C, determine if the definition of
C is generally satisfiable (consistent).
There are similar queries about properties, viz. property-instance member-
ship, property subsumption, property hierarchy, and property satisfiability, and
also the possibility to check the consistency of the whole ontology / knowledge
base.
A single service does not suffice One might want to argue that it is suf-
ficient to measure the performance of the satisfiability, since it is well known,
that all queries about classes can be reduced to satisfiability testing. It is impor-
tant, however, to distinguish different types services, since optimizations can be
made for particular services. Naturally the effect of those optimization should be
measurable. For example, we might want to measure the performance of a classi-
fication service, which can be reduced to several class-subsumption queries (and
in turn satisfiability), but reasoners may use different classification algorithms
to minimize the number of issued subsumption queries.
2.2 Metrics
For each of the different service requests and their corresponding responses, we
can observe a number of metrics. These metrics are later evaluated in the com-
parison of systems. We may measure successful performance by time-throughput-
resource metrics, which measure the responsiveness and productivity and utiliza-
tion (of system resources) of the reasoner. Notably it is not sufficient to consider
response time as the only metric. Some reasoners may be able to respond to
requests in parallel, which might lead to a higher throughput. Another reasoner
may have a small memory footprint and therefore have a better utilization of
system resources. Of course, individual evaluations might consider further met-
rics.
If the response is incorrect, errors should be returned by the reasoner. Such
errors can be classified and it is interesting to determine probabilities for each
class of errors and measure the time between such errors. Notably, it is not
sufficient to only measure correct performance, since errors are common [6] (even
if the reasoning procedures are supposed to be sound and complete).
Several reasons may exist that a reasoner fails to provide an answer at all.
Similar to errors, it is sensible to classify failures and determine the probabil-
ities and time between failures for each class. For example, a reasoner may be
unavailable due to network errors or software errors or due to lack of support
for certain language primitives.
2.3 Workloads
The workload of a reasoner consists of the knowledge base which is loaded by the
reasoner and the list of service requests issued by users. We do not consider the
identification of a representative list of service requests, which are an important
aspect in a benchmark, but concentrate on creating a representative synthetic
knowledge base that is subject to user queries.
3 Characterizing Semantic Web ontologies
In order to generate sensible synthetic ontologies, an analysis of available on-
tologies is necessary, this is the subject of this section.
3.1 Selecting a list of Semantic Web ontologies
For our experiment we chose the DAML.org list of ontologies [4], which contained
247 ontologies at the time of the analysis. Our selection of this set of ontologies
is intentional and motivated by the following facts: Firstly, we are not related
with the authors of the ontologies in any form. Secondly, most ontologies are
created by different people with diverse technical backgrounds (ranging from
students to researchers). In this sense, they can be understood as representative
for the Semantic Web. Interestingly, many of the ontologies in the library turn
out to be just conversions of ontologies, which were initially created in some
other representation language. For example, the famous wine ontology is with
us since ’Classic’ times (for more than 15 years !). This also seems to be a valid
assumption for the Semantic Web, which is for sure not created from scratch.
We processed these ontologies using the 1.6.1 version of JENA, we used the
Jena DAML API to access the data. The collection contained 189 ontologies in
DAML-ONT or DAML+OIL formats, which should be processable by the API
in general.
Unfortunately more than 50% of the ontologies contained RDF errors or did
not contain valid URIs or did not use RDF(S) namespaces correctly. We did
not make any attempt to fix these problems, therefore we could only process 95
ontologies in practise. This results seems shocking, but underlines the need of
software that can cope with such errors3.
The correctness of namespace4 and RDF usage is, however, not the only
relevant property. For example, 21% of the parsable ontologies did not specify the
type of properties, viz. whether they are in fact Datatype- or ObjectProperties.
In practise, further heuristics need to be applied to make use of these ontologies
in reasoners, i.e. deriving the missing type information (e.g. such as done in [2]).
Again, we did not make any attempt to fix these problems.
3 Analogous to HTML browsers, which can cope with all sorts of HTML errors !
4 A good example for namespace confusion is the NASDAQ ontology
(http://www.daml.org/ontologies/342). Quiz question: can you spot the in-
consistency ?
We based our analysis on the structural properties of asserted information,
hence no reasoning was applied. Detailed numbers and sources for the analysis
package can be found online5.
Average Std Dev Median Min Max C.O.V.
Primitive Classes 154,29 1.016,07 5 1 9.795 6,59
Class Expressions 175,20 1.016,39 19 1 9.795 5,80
Restrictions 19,13 44,52 7 - 327 2,33
Enumeration 0,33 1,72 - - 16 5,26
Set Operation 1,45 8,62 - - 78,00 5,94
Properties 28,41 43,47 13 - 269 1,53
Object Properties 8,34 31,26 2 - 269 3,75
Datatype Properties 12,57 23,15 4 - 145 1,84
Individuals6 29,48 222,32 - - 2.157 7,54
EquivalentClass 0,73 3,15 - - 20,00 4,34
Table 1. Average Usage of some language primitives (across all ontologies)
3.2 Average Characterizations
One part of our analysis was concerned with simply counting the usage of certain
features. Table 1 summarizes the average usage of language primitives in the
ontologies. One important aspect of the summary given in table 1 is that the
coefficient of variation (C.O.V.), viz. the ratio of standard deviation and the
mean, is high. This shows that the particular ontologies vary tremendously, that
is the distribution is highly skewed, hence the median is a more representative
characterization of the different numbers than the average.
As we can see primitive classes7 are the predominant form of class expres-
sions. Different sorts of restrictions are the second most important form of class
expressions, interestingly only one ontology actually made use of a single cardi-
nality restriction that would not be expressible in OWL Lite. Seldom enumera-
tions are used, even considering hasValue8. Actually, only seven ontologies used
set operations to define classes, which are also not available in OWL Lite9. An-
other interesting aspect is that equality is rarely used to define classes (and also
rarely used to make properties and individuals synonymous). Also ontologies
typically do not contain any individuals. We assume that the pool of individuals
will be distributed through the web and is consequently rarely specified together
with the ontology.
3.3 Ratios of Primitives
The second part of our analysis concerned the ratio of different primitives in
ontologies. The variability of these ratios is smaller than the average counts (cf.
5 http://kaon.semanticweb.org/owl/evaluation/
7 By primitive class we denote the atomic named classes that occur on the left-hand
sides of subClassOf statements
8 which can be understood as a syntactically convenient form to express value restric-
tions with a nominal value
9 viz. complementOf, disjointUnionOf or unionOf
Ratios Average Std Dev Median Min Max C.O.V.
Primitive/Class Expr. 50% 0,34 39% 6% 100% 0,67
Obj. Prop. / Prop. 24% 0,27 16% 0% 100% 1,12
Dat. Prop. / Prop . 52% 0,38 67% 0% 100% 0,72
Prop. / Prim. Class 3,54 3,89 2,00 - 21,00 1,10
Trans. Prop. / Prop. 0,05 0,10 - - 0,40 2,30
Obj. Prop./ Prim. Class 0,61 0,83 0,50 - 5,57 1,35
Dat. Prop./ Prim. Class 2,25 3,33 1,00 - 15,75 1,48
Ex. Rest. / Rest. 1% 0,08 0% 0% 65% 5,79
Univ. Rest. / Rest. 48% 0,44 52% 0% 100% 0,91
Card. Rest./ Rest. 34% 0,38 20% 0% 100% 1,11
Rest./Primitive 2,32 2,70 1,50 - 16,00 1,17
Asserted Ind. / Primitive 0,60 4,18 - - 40,50 6,97
Table 2. Ratio between some language primitives (across all ontologies)
Table 2) since we aggregated relativized numbers. Another effect is of course
that numbers do not necessarily add up anymore.
One aspect that can be observed is that the DAML.org library typically
contains ontologies and not schemas, since the ratio between Data Properties and
Primitive Classes is very low. However, datatype properties are the predominant
type of properties. Also some of the ontologies, particularly those with high
numbers of classes do not contain any properties, hence the average number of
properties per primitive class is very low.
Some 5% of the defined object properties were declared to be transitive.
None of the analyzed ontologies contained any functional or inverse functional
properties.
Among the restrictions, universal restrictions are predominant, in fact they
almost half of all restrictions on average. Typically, a primitive class is further
defined by more than two restrictions. Not surprisingly, if we recall our argument
for the low number of individuals, at least half of all primitive classes have no
direct asserted individuals.
3.4 Distributions of elements in class definitions
The third part of analysis was concerned with determining distributions of the
elements contained in class definitions, viz. trying to get answers on questions
like: ’How many super-classes does a class typically have ?’, ’How many sub-
classes ?’, and ’How many classes are defined using property restrictions ?’. We
did not consider determining distributions for EquivalentClass-statements, as
these statements occurred too rarely to come up with a statistically sound, viz.
significant, argument.
Figure 2 displays the distribution of sub-classes, super-classes and restric-
tions per class expression. The y-Axis displays the percentage of class expres-
sions, which have a certain number of subclasses, superclasses or restrictions. The
x-Axis represents this number. The last value (15) aggregates all greater num-
bers, hence the percentage of class expressions is also aggregated. As we can see
the distributions are highly inhomogeneous. As our analysis was performed on
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Fig. 2. Distribution of SubClass, SuperClass and Restrictions per Class Expression
that each class is a subclass of daml:Thing are not considered in the distribu-
tions, if this were done every class but daml:Thing would have one super-class.
Actually, the found ontologies were inconsistent in this respect. Several ontolo-
gies redeclared daml:Thing in another namespace (usually the namespace of the
ontology). Thing was explicitly assigned as the super-class of a class repeat-
edly (although this automatically sanctioned by the semantics of the language).
Again, these effects were not considered in the analysis.
4 Categories of Ontologies
As discussed before, the distributions of different language primitives is inho-
mogeneous. However, a quick glimpse on the ontologies suggests that there are
different classes of ontologies with a more homogeneous use of those primitives.
Thus we applied a clustering algorithm to the data, and indeed found three
different clusters.
4.1 Clustering
In order to apply the clustering, a normalization of the data was carried out
by using the number of defined classes as denominator. Input values for the
clustering algorithm were those language primitives, which were used at least
11 times across all ontologies10. The data set consisted of the 95 error-free on-
10 We chose this number due to the consideration, that a primitive with lower usage,
given the small number of ontologies, can only disturb the result.
tologies, which were characterized by 10 attributes, namely Class expressions
(95)11, Primitive Classes(95), Restrictions(69), All Restrictions (48), Cardinality
Restrictions (52), Cardinality Restriction covered by OWL Lite (52), Properties
(92), Datatype Properties (68), Object Properties (63), and Individuals (19).
We used the WEKA machine learning package to analyze the data, in par-
ticular the clustering packages. All attributes have a value range as real value.
Hence, we expect unambiguous results from the clustering algorithm, since no
transformations need to be applied.
The best results were identified using the k-means[5] clustering algorithm,
which initially chooses k random seed points as cluster centroids. It then repeat-
edly aligns data points to the nearest seed point and calculates the new cluster
centers by averaging the assigned data points. This procedure terminates when
a certain terminating condition is reached, in our case that no data point is
reassigned to another cluster anymore.
A critical decision with k-means is the number of cluster k. We did not
evaluate measures like information loss or others in order to define the best
number of clusters. We simply evaluated the attributes defined in table 3 for
different k and found that k = 3 assigns the ontologies in a reasonable way, that
is the the coefficient between the improvement of the homogenization (reduction
of the COV measure) and the number of clusters k is maximal. More specifically,
the clustering allowed us to decrease the c.o.v coefficient to almost half, namely
an average of 2,4 in contrast to the 4,5 in 2 using k = 3 clusters.
Average Std Dev Median Min Max C.O.V.
Primitive Classes 414 1683 12 1 9795 4,0
Class Expressions 418 1710 15 1 9795 4,0
Restrictions 1,5 4,7 0 0 25 3,1
Properies 39 46 20 0 179 1,2
Object Properties 8 26 0 0 144 3,0
Datatyp Properties 13 25 0 0 108 1,9
Individuals 73 370 0 0 2157 5,1
Table 3. Average Usage of some language primitives (across clustered ontologies(C1))
4.2 Cluster contents
A closer examination of the ontologies assigned to the different clusters reveals
that the clusters correspond more or less to three types of ontologies. The largest
cluster of ontologies seems to contain ontologies of taxonomic or terminological
nature. The ontologies are characterized by few properties and a large number
of classes, cf. Table 3.
The second largest cluster contains description logic-style ontologies. This
cluster is characterized by a high number of axioms per class and a low number of
primitive classes. These ontologies also contain a very high number of restrictions
and properties (especially datatype properties), however almost no individuals.
The third cluster contains database schema-like ontologies. The ontologies
are medium size containing on average 65 class expressions and 25 properties.
11 The value in brackets specifies the number of ontologies, where values occured
This cluster is more inhomogeneous as indicated by high standard deviations
per primitive.
Fig. 3. Average Distribution of SubClass, SuperClass and Restrictions for the Clusters
with the estimated distributions (y-axes is log scale)
4.3 Feature Distributions
Having clustered the ontologies into more consistent classes, we now have a
look at the distributions of certain features in the taxonomic cluster and the
database-like cluster. Again, due to lack of space, we will not look at all feature
combinations but rather examine two representative features, namely restrictions
per primitive class (database-like)12 and the distribution of subclasses per class
expression (cf. Figure 3 (taxonomic)).
Restrictions In particular we had a look at the distribution of restrictions across
classes in the different clusters. In average 1,513 (C1), 2614 (C2) and 3015 (C3),
17 restrictions are defined in each ontology. Hence, 0.004 (C1), 0.6 (C2) and
0.63 (C3) per class. We compared the observed distributions with the expected
values of parameterized distribution functions, in particular the exponential dis-
tribution and the power law distribution [9]. Intriguingly the distributions of
restrictions closely corresponds to power law distributions with α = 3, 5 (C1),
12 The absolute number of restrictions in the taxonomic case is to small to analyze the
data expecting significant results.
13 standard deviation of 4,8
14 standard deviation of 59
15 standard deviation of 48
α = 1, 9 (C2) and α = 1, 8 (C3). This argument is supported with a confidence
value of 99,9 % (using the χ2-Test). α was estimated to fit the average of the
observed distribution. In this case the estimated standard deviation differs at
most 16% (C1) from the actual standard deviation. In case of cluster C3 with
the most restrictions the difference is just 2% which underlines the argument for
a power law distribution.
Sub Classes per Class Considering the distribution of sub classes per class, we
found that in the taxonomic-like cluster (C1) each class had 0.30 subclasses with
a standard deviation of 0.86. At this point we want to recall, that we did not
apply any reasoning to the data set. This would probably alter the figures a bit.
We found that the distribution of sub classes per classes also follows a power
law distribution with α = 2, 2. As in the case of restrictions, the argument is
supported with a confidence value of 99%. However, the estimated standard
deviation differs 40% from the actual observation. The other two clusters (C2,
C3) seem to follow a lognormal distribution for the occurrence of sub classes
for the first two classes, but than the distribution seems more like a power law
distribution. However, a look at the distributions for Super Classes per Class
shows an inverted picture, with clusters C2, C3 following a power law distribution
and cluster C1 a lognormal one.
5 Conclusion
We provided a systematic approach for the creation of benchmarks for knowledge
representation systems and presented the results of the first step in benchmark
creation - the analysis of available data. Using our analysis of the DAML.org
library, we can use generating functions, e.g. an exponential distribution with
the calculated mean for the distribution of restrictions, to generate ontologies
for benchmarking, that correspond structurally to real-life ontologies.
Our analysis shows, that benchmarks have to consist of several types of on-
tologies, since the set of analyzed ontologies would otherwise be too inhomoge-
neous to derive parameters. As our analysis showed, 3 types of ontologies can
generally be identified. For each type of ontologies, high confidence values for
the generator functions could be shown.
Our future work is concerned with implementation, viz. an online web service
to generate synthetic ontologies, and with deriving realistic workloads for mod-
elling user requests. To this extend we plan to monitor existing ontology-based
applications, e.g. the OntoWeb portal and the portal of our institute.
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Abstract. Before using RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontologies in Semantic Web 
applications, its content should be evaluated from a knowledge representation 
point of view. In recent years, some RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ‘checkers’, 
‘validators’, and ‘parsers’ have been created and several ontology platforms are 
able to import RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontologies. Two are the experiments 
presented in this paper. The first one reveals that the majority of RDF(S) and 
DAML+OIL parsers (Validating RDF Parser, RDF Validation Service, DAML 
Validator, and DAML+OIL Ontology Checker) do not detect taxonomic 
mistakes in ontologies implemented in such languages. So, if such ontologies 
are imported by ontology platforms, are they able to detect such problems? The 
second experiment presented in this paper reveals that the majority of the 
ontology platforms (OilEd, OntoEdit, Protégé-2000, and WebODE) only detect 
a few of mistakes in concept taxonomies before importing them. 
1   Introduction 
In recent years, considerable progress has been made in developing the conceptual 
bases for building technology that allows reusing and sharing ontologies for the 
Semantic Web. As any other resource used in software applications, ontology content 
should be evaluated before (re)using it in other ontologies or applications. In that 
sense, we could say that it is unwise to publish an ontology or to implement software 
that relies on ontologies written by others (even by yourself) without first evaluating 
its content, that is, its concept definitions, its taxonomy and its formal axioms.  
Ontology evaluation is an important activity to be carried out during the whole 
ontology life-cycle. Up to now, few domain-independent methodological approaches 
[6, 11, 15, 17] include an evaluation activity.  
The first works on ontology content evaluation started in 1994 [9, 10], and in the 
last three years the interest of the Ontological Engineering community in this issue 
has grown. The main efforts were made by Gómez-Pérez [7, 8] and by Guarino and 
colleagues with the OntoClean method [12]. ODEClean [5] is a tool integrated into 
the WebODE environment that gives support to the OntoClean method. 
With the increasing number of ontologies implemented in the ontology markup 
languages RDF(S) [3, 13] and DAML+OIL [18], many specialized ontology 
validation tools for these languages have been built: Validating RDF Parser1, RDF 
Validation Service2, DAML Validator3, DAML+OIL Ontology Checker4, etc. These 
tools are mainly focused on evaluating ontologies from a syntactic point of view, that 
is, checking whether the ontologies are compliant with the languages specification. 
However, they are not focused on detecting mistakes from a knowledge 
representation point of view, that is, if the ontologies have inconsistencies and 
redundancies. 
We have performed experiments with 24 ontologies (7 on RDF(S) and 17 on 
DAML+OIL), which are well built from a syntactic point of view, according to the 
languages specifications, but have inconsistencies and redundancies. We have parsed 
them with the previous four tools and we have discovered that on the majority of the 
experiments, they do not detect the taxonomic mistakes identified in [7]. 
The key point is that RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontologies are imported by 
ontology platforms. In fact, OilEd [2], OntoEdit [16], Protégé-2000 [14], and 
WebODE [4, 1] are able to import ontologies implemented in both languages, but 
there are not previous works analysing whether such platforms are able to detect 
wrong RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontologies. In order to carry out this analysis, we 
have used the same 24 ontologies (7 on RDF(S) and 17 on DAML+OIL) and we have 
imported them within the previous ontology platforms. We have found out that on the 
majority of the experiments, these ontology platforms do not detect mistakes in 
concept taxonomies represented in RDF(S) and DAML+OIL. 
This paper is organized as follows, section two presents briefly the method for 
evaluating taxonomic knowledge in ontologies. Section three presents a description of 
some ontology ‘checkers’, ‘validators’, and ‘parsers’. Section four includes our first 
comparative study, including examples of the RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontologies 
used on the testbed. Section five presents an overview of some ontology platforms. 
Section six presents the results of importing RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontologies with 
taxonomic mistakes in the ontology platforms. Finally, we conclude with further work 
on evaluation.  
2   Method for Evaluating Taxonomic Knowledge in Ontologies  
Figure 1 presents a set of possible mistakes that can be made by ontologists when 
modeling taxonomic knowledge in an ontology under a frame-based approach [7]. In 
this paper we only focus on inconsistency mistakes (circularity and partition) and 
redundancy mistakes (grammatical), and we postpone the analysis of the others for 
further works. Below we explain briefly the studied mistakes. 






Figure 1. Types of mistakes that might be made when developing taxonomies with frames 
Inconsistency: Circularity Errors occur when a class is defined as a 
specialization or generalization of itself. Depending on the number of relations 
involved, circularity errors can be classified as circularity errors at distance zero (a 
class with itself), circularity errors at distance 1, and circularity errors at distance n. 
Inconsistency: Partition errors. Concept classifications can be defined in a 
disjoint (disjoint decompositions), a complete (exhaustive decompositions), and a 
disjoint and complete manner (partitions). The following types of partition errors are 
identified: 
 Common classes in disjoint decompositions and partitions. These occur when 
there is a disjoint decomposition or a partition class-p1,…, class-pn defined in a 
class class-A, and one or more classes class-B1,..., class-Bk are subclasses of more 
than one class-pi. 
 Common instances in disjoint decompositions and partitions. These errors 
happen when one or several instances belong to more than one class of a disjoint 
decomposition or partition.  
 External classes in exhaustive decompositions and partitions. They occur when 
having defined an exhaustive decomposition or a partition of the base class 
(class-A) into the set of classes class-p1,..., class-pn, and there are one or more 
classes that are subclasses of the class-A, instead of being subclasses of a class 
the set of classes class-p1,..., class-pn. 
 External instances in exhaustive decompositions and partitions. These errors 
occur when we have defined an exhaustive decomposition or a partition of the 
base class (class-A) into the set of classes class-p1,..., class-pn, and there are one 
or more instances of the class-A that do not belong to any class class-pi of the 
exhaustive decomposition or partition.  
Redundancy: Grammatical Errors. 
 Redundancies of ‘subclass-of’ relations occur between classes they have more 
than one ‘subclass-of’ relation. We can distinguish direct and indirect repetition. 
 Redundancies of ‘instance-of’ relations. As in the above case, we can distinguish 
between direct and indirect repetition. 
3   Ontology ‘Checkers’, ‘Validators’ and ‘Parsers’ 
At the moment, there exist various ontology ‘checkers’, ‘validators’, and ‘parsers’ 
which are intended to carry out some kind of validation and/or checking of ontologies 
on diverse web-based languages. In this paper, we focus on the most frequently used 
parsers that validate and/or check ontologies on RDF(S) and DAML+OIL: Validating 
RDF Parser and RDF Validation Service for RDF(S), and DAML Validator and 
DAML+OIL Ontology Checker for DAML+OIL. Other parsers not included in this 
paper are: Rapier RDF Parser5, Thea RDF Parser6, Chimaera7, ConsVISor8, etc.  
The Validating RDF Parser. The ICS-FORTH RDFSuite9 is a suite of tools for RDF 
metadata management. This RDFSuite consists of tools for parsing, validating, storing 
and querying RDF descriptions, namely the Validating RDF Parser (VRP), the RDF 
Schema Specific DataBase (RSSDB) and the RDF Query Language (RQL). The ICS-
FORTH Validating RDF Parser (VRP v2.5)10 analyzes, validates and processes RDF 
schemas and resource descriptions. This parser offers the following functions: 
• Syntactic Validation for checking if the RDF/XML syntax of the input namespace 
conforms to the updated RDF/XML syntax proposed by W3C. 
• Semantic Validation for verifying the selected constraints derived from RDF 
Schema Specification (RDFS). VRP allows to choose several semantic validation 
constraints: class hierarchy loops, property hierarchy loops, domain and range of 
subproperties, source and target resources of properties, and types of resources. 
RDF Validation Service. The W3C RDF Validation Service11 is based on HP-Labs 
Another RDF Parser (ARP12), which currenlty uses the version 2-alpha-1. This online 
service supports the Last Call Working Draft specifications issued by the RDF Core 
Working Group, including datatypes. This online service offers the following 
functions: 
• Syntactic Validation for checking if the input namespace conforms to the updated 
RDF/XML Syntax Specification proposed by W3C. 





9 Partially supported by EU projects C-Web (IST-1999-13479), MesMuses (IST-2001- 26074), 
and QUESTION-HOW (IST-2000-28767) 
10 http://139.91.183.30:9090/RDF/VRP/index.html 
11 http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/ 
12 ARP was created and is maintained by Jeremy Carroll at HP-Labs in Bristol 
• Semantic Validation. The service does not do any RDF Schema Specification 
validation. 
DAML Validator. The DAML Validator13 is available via either a WWW interface 
or download. The Validator uses the ARP parser from the Jena (1.6.1) toolkit to create 
an RDF triple model from the input code being validated. The DAML Validator 
checks DAML+OIL markup for problems beyond simple syntax errors. The Validator 
reads in a DAML file and examines it for a variety of potential errors. The output is a 
list of indications (errors, warnings, or information), a pointer to the errors in the file, 
and some guidance on the nature of the problems. It offers the following functions:  
• Syntactic Validation for checking for namespace problems (outdated URIs, file 
extensions in URIs) during model creation. The validator tests RDF resources for 
existence: any subject, or object resource that is referenced must have a defined 
type. 
• Semantic Validation for verifying the global domain and range constraints of the 
predicate. The subject and object of a statement should be instances of the 
predicate’s domain and range classes. Each node (RDF Resource and it’s 
accompanying statements) is validated based on the following types: Class, 
Property, Restriction, ObjectRestriction, DatatypeRestriction, or an Instance of 
one or more classes. 
DAML+OIL Ontology Checker. The DAML+OIL Checker14 was developed by 
University of Manchester (UK). The DAML+OIL Checker is a servlet that uses the 
OilEd codebase to check the syntax of DAML+OIL ontologies and returns a report on 
the classes and properties in the model. This checker is a web interface to check 
DAML+OIL ontologies and content using Jena. It offers the following functions:  
• Syntactic Validation for checking missing definitions. The checker is fairly strict 
about the format of the input: in particular “rdf:ID attributes” must be conforming 
XML names, and unqualified attributes should not be used. 
• Semantic Validation for verifying class hierarchy loops. 
4   Comparative Study of RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ‘Checkers’, ‘Validators’ and 
‘Parsers’  
As we said before, the first goal of this paper is to analyse whether RDF(S) and 
DAML+OIL parsers presented in section 3 detect the concept taxonomy mistakes 
presented in section 2. In order to achieve this goal, we have built a testbed of 24 
ontologies (7 in RDF(S) and 17 in DAML+OIL), each of which implements one of 
the errors presented in section 2. And we have parsed them with the previous parsers. 
In the case of RDF(S) we have only 7 ontologies because partitions cannot be defined 
in this language.  
These ontologies and the results of their evaluation can be found at 
http://minsky.dia.fi.upm.es/odeval/index.html. 
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14 http://potato.cs.man.ac.uk/oil/Checker 
In figure 2 we show the RDF(S) code and graphical notation of two of these 
ontologies: the one that implements the circularity error at distance 2, and the one that 
implements the mistake of indirect redundancy of ‘instance-of’ relation. Figure 3 
shows the DAML+OIL code and graphical notation of three of these ontologies: the 
one that implements the circularity error at distance 1, the one that implements the 
mistake of common class in disjoint decomposition, and the last one that implements 
the mistake of external instance in partition. 
 
a) Loop at distance 2  
 
b) Indirect redundancy of ‘instance-of’ relation  
Figure 2. Examples of RDF(S) ontologies 
After parsing the ontologies on the testbed with the parsers, we found that all these 
parsers recognised the code as well formed code, but the majority had problems 
detecting most of the knowledge representation mistakes that these ontologies 
contained. 
The results of analysing and comparing these parsers are shown in table 1. The 
symbols used in this table are the following: 
: The parser does not accept files written in this language  
: The parser detects the mistake in this language 
: The parser does not detect the mistake in this language  
--: The mistake cannot be represented in this language 
 
a) Loop at distance 1 
 
b) Common class in disjoint decomposition 
 
c) External instance in partition 
Figure 3. Examples of DAML+OIL ontologies 
As we can see in table 1, we have checked whether RDF(S) tools (VRP and RDF 
Validation Service) were able to evaluate DAML+OIL files, and whether 
DAML+OIL tools (DAML Validator and DAML+OIL Ontology Checker) were able 
to evaluate RDF(S) files. In the case of RDF(S) tools, the experiments showed that 
RDF Validation Service can read DAML+OIL ontologies, although it does not detect 
the mistakes, but VRP cannot read them. In the case of DAML+OIL tools, the 
experiments showed that both of them are able to recognize RDF(S) files. Although 
the DAML+OIL Ontology Checker is not a RDF(S) validation tool, it was able to 
detect circularity errors in that language. 
Before going in detail with circularity errors, we have an important comment to 
make. The RDF(S) and DAML+OIL specifications allow cycles in concept 
taxonomies. However, we consider that this is a mistake from the knowledge 
representation point of view, that is, we would not recommend designing ontologies 
with cycles in their concept taxonomies. So here we want to stress the distinction 
between checking an ontology from a syntactic point of view (checking whether the 
ontology is compliant with the language specification) and checking an ontology from 
a knowledge representation point of view (checking whether the ontology does not 
have the mistakes presented in section 2).  
Circularity errors are the only ones detected by some of the parsers studied in this 
experiment. VRP is able to detect circularity errors at any distance in RDF(S) 
ontologies, indicating that there is a semantic error (“loop detected”). The 
DAML+OIL Ontology Checker detects circularity errors at any distance in RDF(S) 
and DAML+OIL ontologies, throwing a warning about it (“cycles in class 
hierarchy”). 
Regarding partition errors, they have only been studied for DAML+OIL, since 
they cannot be represented in RDF(S). None of the DAML+OIL validators, neither 
the RDF Validation Service, have detected partition errors with the 10 ontologies 
from the testbed.  
The same occurs with the grammatical redundancy errors, which are not detected 
by any of the RDF(S) and DAML+OIL parsers studied. 
5   Ontology Platforms 
In this paper we focus on the most representative ontology platforms that can be used 
for importing ontologies: OilEd, OntoEdit, Protégé-2000, and WebODE. In this 
section, we provide a broad overview of these ontology platforms. 
OilEd15 [2] was initially developed as an ontology editor for OIL ontologies, in the 
context of the European IST OntoKnowledge project. However, OilEd has evolved 
and now is an editor of DAML+OIL and OWL ontologies. OilEd can import 
ontologies implemented in RDF(S), OIL, DAML+OIL, and the SHIQ XML format. 
Besides exporting ontologies to DAML+OIL, OilEd ontologies can be exported to the 
RDF(S) and OWL ontology languages and to the XML formats SHIQ and DIG. 
OntoEdit16 [16] has been developed by AIFB in Karlsruhe University. It is an 
extensible and flexible environment, based on a plugin architecture, which provides 
functionality to browse and edit ontologies. It includes plugins for reasoning using 
Ontobroker, plugins for exporting and importing ontologies in different formats 
(FLogic, OXML, RDF(S), DAML+OIL), etc. Two versions of OntoEdit are available: 
OntoEdit Free and OntoEdit Professional. 








Service DAML Validator 
DAML+OIL 
Ontology Checker 
  RDF(S) DAML+OIL RDF(S) DAML+OIL RDF(S) DAML+OIL RDF(S) DAML+OIL 
At distance zero         
At distance one         
Inconsistency: 
Circularity 
Errors At distance n         
Direct --  --  --  --  Common classes in 
disjoint decompositions Indirect --  --  --  --  
Common classes in partitions --  --  --  --  
Direct --  --  --  --  Common instances in 
disjoint decompositions Indirect --    --  --  
Common instances in partitions --  --  --  --  
External classes in exhaustive 
decompositions --  --  --  --  
External classes in partitions --  --  --  --  
External instances in exhaustive 




External instances in partitions --  --  --  --  
Direct         Redundancies of 
‘subclass-of’ relations Indirect         
Direct         
Redundancy: 
Grammatical 
Errros Redundancies of 
‘instance-of’ relations Indirect         
Table 1. Results of the analysis of the RDF(S) and DAML+OIL parsers 
Protégé-200017 [14] has been developed by the Stanford Medical Informatics 
(SMI) at Stanford University, and is the latest version of the Protégé line of tools. It is 
an open source, standalone application with an extensible architecture. The core of 
this environment is the ontology editor, and it holds a library of plugins that add more 
functionality to the environment (ontology language importation and exportation, 
OKBC access, constraints creation and execution, etc.). Protégé-2000 ontologies can 
be exported and imported with some of the backends provided in the standard release 
or as plugins: RDF(S), DAML+OIL, OWL, XML, XML Schema, and XMI.  
WebODE18 [4, 1] has been developed by the Ontology Engineering Group at 
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM). It is an ontology-engineering suite created 
with an extensible architecture. WebODE is not used as a standalone application, but 
as a Web application. There are several services for ontology language import and 
export (XML, RDF(S), DAML+OIL, OIL, OWL, CARIN, FLogic, Jess, Prolog), 
axiom edition with WAB (WebODE Axiom Builder), ontology documentation, 
ontology evaluation, and ontology merge. 
6   Comparative Study of Ontology Platforms Import Services 
As we said before, the second main goal of this paper is to analyse whether ontology 
platforms presented in section 5, are able to detect taxonomic mistakes in RDF(S) and 
DAML+OIL ontologies before importing them. 
In order to carry out this experiment, we have reused the same 24 ontologies (7 in 
RDF(S) and 17 in DAML+OIL with inconsistency and redundancy mistakes) used in 
the previous experiment. In the case of RDF(S) we have only 7 ontologies because 
partitions cannot be defined in this language. We have imported these ontologies 
using the import facilities of the ontology platforms presented in section 5. Table 2 
presents the results of the experiment using the following symbols: 
 : The ontology platform does not allow representing this type of mistake 
 : The ontology platform detects the mistake during ontology import 
 : The ontology platform does not detect the mistake during ontology import 
-- : The mistake cannot be represented in this language 
The main conclusions of the RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontology import are: 
Circularity errors at any distance are the only ones detected by most of ontology 
platforms analyzed in this experiment. However, OntoEdit Free does not detect 
circularity errors at distance zero, but it ignores them. 
Regarding partition errors, we have only studied DAML+OIL ontologies because 
this type of knowledge cannot be represented in RDF(S). Most of ontology platforms 
used in this study do not detect partition errors in DAML+OIL ontologies. 
Furthermore, some partition errors (common instance in partitions, external instance 
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in exhaustive decompositions, etc.) cannot be represented in the ontology platforms 
studied. Only WebODE detects some partition errors using the ODEval19 service. 
Grammatical redundancy errors are not detected by most of ontology platforms 
used in this work. However some ontology platforms ignore direct redundancies of 
‘subclass-of’ or ‘instance-of’ relations. As the previous case, only WebODE detects 
indirect redundancies of ‘subclass-of’ relations in RDF(S) and DAML+OIL 
ontologies using the ODEval service. 
7   Conclusions and Further Work 
In this paper we have shown that, in general, current RDF(S) and DAML+OIL 
‘checkers’, ‘validators’, and ‘parsers’ are not able to detect mistakes from a 
knowledge representation point of view, but they mainly focus on the syntactic 
validation of the RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontologies that they parser.  
We have also shown that only a few taxonomic mistakes in RDF(S) and DAML+OIL 
ontologies are detected by ontology platforms which are able to import ontologies in 
such languages. 
Taking into account that only a few parsers are able to detect loops in RDF(S) and 
DAML+OIL taxonomies, we considered that it is necessary to create more advanced 
evaluators than those already existing for evaluating RDF(S) and DAML+OIL from a 
knowledge representation point of view. 
We also consider that it is necessary to create more advanced ontology import 
services in ontology platforms. 
We think that much work must be made to integrate ontology evaluation functions 
in ontology development tools, and to create an integrated ontology evaluation tool 
suite that will permit analyzing ontologies in different languages and KR formalisms. 
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OilEd OntoEdit Free Protégé-2000 WebODE 
  
RDF(S) DAML+OIL RDF(S) DAML+OIL RDF(S) DAML+OIL RDF(S) DAML+OIL 
At distance zero         
At distance one         
Inconsistency: 
Circularity 
Errors At distance n         
Direct --  --  --  --  Common classes in 
disjoint decompositions Indirect --  --  --  --  
Common classes in partitions --  --  --  --  
Direct --  --  --  --  Common instances in 
disjoint decompositions Indirect --  --  --  --  
Common instances in partitions --  --  --  --  
External classes in exhaustive 
decompositions --  --  --  --  
External classes in partitions --  --  --  --  
External instances in exhaustive 




External instances in partitions --  --  --  --  
Direct         Redundancies of 
subclass-of relations Indirect         
Direct         
Redundancy: 
Grammatical 
Errors Redundancies of 
instance-of relations Indirect         
Table 2. Results of the RDF(S) and DAML+OIL ontology import  
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Abstract. In this paper we describe Racer, which can be considered
as a core inference engine for the semantic web. The Racer inference
server offers two APIs that are already used by at least three different
network clients, i.e., the ontology editor OilEd, the visualization tool
RICE, and the ontology development environment Protege 2. The Racer
server supports the standard DIG protocol via HTTP and a TCP based
protocol with extensive query facilities. Racer currently supports the web
ontology languages DAML+OIL, RDF, and OWL.
1 Motivation
The Semantic Web initiative defines important challenges for knowledge repre-
sentation and inference systems. Recently, several standards for representation
languages have been proposed (RDF, DAML+OIL, OWL). One of the standards
for the Semantic Web is the Resource Description Framework (RDF [12]). Since
RDF is based on XML it shares its document-oriented view of grouping sets of
declarations or statements. With RDF’s triple-oriented style of data modeling,
it provides means for expressing graph-structured data over multiple documents
(whereas XML can only express graph structures within a specific document).
As a design decision, RDF can talk about everything. Hence, in principle, state-
ments in documents can also be referred to as resources. In particular, conceptual
domain models can be represented as RDF resources. Conceptual domain mod-
els are referred to as “vocabularies” in RDF. Specific languages are provided for
defining vocabularies (or ontologies). An extension of RDF for defining ontologies
is RDF Schema (RDFS [6]) which only can express conceptual modeling notions
such as generalization between concepts (aka classes) and roles (aka properties).
For properties, domain and range restrictions can be specified. Thus, the expres-
siveness of RDFS is very limited. Much more expressive representation languages
are DAML+OIL [15] and OWL [14]. Although still in a very weak way, based
on XML-Schema, OWL and DAML+OIL also provide for means of dealing with
data types known from programming languages.
The representation languages mentioned above are defined with a model-
theoretic semantics. In particular, for the language OWL, a semantics was de-
fined such that very large fragments of the language can be directly expressed
using so-called description logics (see [1]). The fragment is called OWL DL.
With some restrictions that are discussed below one can state that the logical
basis of OWL (or DAML+OIL) can be characterized with the description logic
SHIQ(Dn)− [3] (DAML+OIL documents are to be interpreted in the spirit of
OWL DL). This means, with some restrictions, OWL documents can be automat-
ically translated to SHIQ(Dn)− T-boxes. The RDF-Part of OWL documents
can be translated to SHIQ(Dn)− A-boxes.
In the remainder of this paper Racer, its APIs, and its inference services
are briefly described. The use of Racer as network server is illustrated by RICE
offering an interactive visualization and query interface. The paper is concluded
by reporting on Racer’s constraint-based data types support whose functionally
exceeds the current OWL standard.
2 Racer: A Description Logic Inference Engine
The logic SHIQ(Dn)− is interesting for practical applications because highly op-
timized inference systems are available (e.g., Racer [8]). Racer is freely available
for research purposes and can be accessed by standard HTTP or TCP protocols
(the Racer program is subsequently also called Racer server). Racer can read
DAML+OIL and OWL knowledge bases either from local files or from remote
Web servers (i.e., a Racer server is also a HTTP client). In turn, other client
programs that need inference services can communicate with a Racer server via
TCP-based protocols. OilEd [4] can be seen as a specific client that uses the
DIG protocol [5] for communicating with a Racer server, whereas RICE [13]
is another client that uses a more low-level TCP protocol providing extensive
query facilities (see below).
The DIG protocol is a an XML- and HTTP-based standard for connecting
client programs to description logic inference engines. DIG allows for the allo-
cation of knowledge bases and enables clients to pose standard description logic
queries. The main ideas behind DIG are described in detail in [5]. As a stan-
dard and a least common denominator it cannot encompass all possible forms
of system-specific statements and queries. Let alone long term query processing
instructions (e.g., exploitation of query subsumption, computation of indexes
for certain kinds of queries etc., see [9]). Therefore, Racer provides an additional
TCP-based interface in order to send instructions (statements) and queries. For
interactive use, the language supported by Racer is not XML- or RDF-based
but is largely based on the KRSS standard with some additions and restrictions.
The advantage is that users can spontaneously type queries which can be directly
sent to a Racer server. We will see below that RICE can be used as a shell for
Racer. However, the Racer TCP interface can be very easily accessed from Java
or C++ application programs as well. For both languages corresponding APIs
are available.
The following code fragment demonstrates how to interact with a Racer
server from a Java application using Racer’s TCP-based API. The aim of the
example is to demonstrate the relative ease of use that such an API provides.
public class KillerApplication {
public static void main(String[] argv) {





















The connection to the Racer server is represented with a client object (of class
RacerClient). The client sends messages to a Racer server running on the ma-
chine with name "racer.cs.concordia.ca" on port 8088. The Java program
can be run on another computer, of course. The program instructs the Racer
server to load an OWL document from a remote server. In addition, the Java
client program executes a query and prints the result set.
3 A Selection of Supported Inference Services
In description logic terminology, a tuple consisting of a T-box and an A-box
is referred to as a knowledge base. An individual is a specific named object.
OWL also allows for individuals in concepts (and T-box axioms). For example,
expressing the fact that all humans stem from a single human called ADAM
requires to refer to an individual in a concept (and a T-box). Only part of the
expressivity of individuals mentioned in concepts can be captured with A-boxes.
However, a straightforward approximation exists (see [10]) such that in practice
suitable SHIQ(Dn)− ontologies can be generated from an OWL document.
Racer can directly read OWL documents and represent them as description
logic knowledge bases (aka ontologies). In the following a selection of supported
queries is briefly introduced.
– Concept consistency w.r.t. a T-box: Is the set of objects described by a
concept empty?
– Concept subsumption w.r.t. a T-box: Is there a subset relationship between
the set of objects described by two concepts?
– Find all inconsistent concepts mentioned in a T-box. Inconsistent concepts
might be the result of modeling errors.
– Determine the parents and children of a concept w.r.t. a T-box: The parents
of a concept are the most specific concept names mentioned in a T-box which
subsume the concept. The children of a concept are the most general concept
names mentioned in a T-box that the concept subsumes. Considering all
concept names in a T-box the parent (or children) relation defines a graph
structure which is often referred to as taxonomy. Note that some authors
use the name taxonomy as a synonym for ontology.
Whenever a concept is needed as an argument for a query, not only predefined
names are possible. If also an A-box is given, among others, the following types
of queries are possible:
– Check the consistency of an A-box w.r.t. a T-box: Are the restrictions given
in an A-box w.r.t. a T-box too strong, i.e., do they contradict each other?
Other queries are only possible w.r.t. consistent A-boxes.
– Instance testing w.r.t. an A-box and a T-box: Is the object for which an
individual stands a member of the set of objects described by a certain query
concept? The individual is then called an instance of the query concept.
– Instance retrieval w.r.t. an A-box and a T-box: Find all individuals from an
A-box such that the objects they stand for can be proven to be a member
of a set of objects described by a certain query concept.
– Computation of the direct types of an individual w.r.t. an A-box and a T-
box: Find the most specific concept names from a T-box of which a given
individual is an instance.
– Computation of the fillers of a role with reference to an individual.
Given the background of description logics, many application papers demon-
strate how these inference services can be used to solve actual problems with
DAML+OIL or OWL knowledge bases. The query interface is extensively used
by RICE, which is briefly described in the next section.
4 RICE: Racer Interactive Client Environment
RICE [13] is a tool for Racer that visualizes taxonomies and A-box structures
and enables users to interactively define queries using these visualizations. RICE
is started as an application program and can be configured to connect to a Racer
server by giving a host name and a port. When RICE connects to a Racer server
it retrieves all T-boxes and displays them in an unfoldable tree view (in a similar
way as OilEd [4] does).
In Figure 1 the taxonomy induced by the T-box specified above is presented
(left window, unfoldable tree display). The taxonomy is accompanied by the
pane for displaying A-box individuals (to the right of the tree display). Selecting
a concept name in the taxonomy corresponds to posing an instance retrieval
query with that concept name as a query concept. The result set is displayed in
Fig. 1. Snapshot of RICE displaying an example knowledge base (T-box and A-box).
the instances pane. In the example in Figure 1 all humans are displayed. The
structure of the whole A-box can be displayed by pressing the button “Show
Graph”. The graph window to the right appears. Clicking on individuals is in-
terpreted as posing queries for the direct types of the individuals. In Figure 2
the individual CHARLES is selected. The taxonomy is automatically unfolded
such that all concept names which are direct types can be seen as highlighted
nodes. Figure 2 also demonstrates that graphical attributes (e.g., color, shape)
for displaying A-boxes can be (interactively) specified as appropriate.
RICE users can interactively type instructions and queries into the interac-
tion pane in the middle. In Figure 2 we see an instance retrieval query. Query
results are printed into the lower pane. Since Racer supports multiple A-boxes,
users can interactively select the A-box subsequent queries should refer to (see
the main window in Figure 2, top-right selection box). The current T-box can
also be easily set by clicking on a T-box name.
If a user specifies a knowledge base with OilEd, Racer can be used to verify
and classify it with a single click. The knowledge base is then known to the Racer
server. If RICE connects to the Racer server, the knowledge base is visible. Note
that OilEd and RICE can access a Racer server in parallel without any problems
Fig. 2. Snapshot of RICE showing the results of a direct types query and an instance
retrieval query.
if the Racer Proxy is installed appropriately (see [10]). If the RICE user selects
the knowledge base stemming from OilEd (in Figure 3 we used one of the OilEd
example files) and presses “Show Graph”, the A-box part is shown in a graph
display (see Figure 3).
As a summary, we compare OilEd and RICE. OilEd supports DIG, which
makes it useful for more reasoners, but is limited to what DIG supports. Further-
more, OilEd provides a graphical means for displaying definitions of concepts and
instances. This makes it easy to see what properties are defined and which ones
are inherited. OilEd presents unsatisfiable concepts in the taxonomy, whereas
they are not shown in RICE. RICE can connect to a Racer server that has al-
ready loaded a model, and retrieve its taxonomy (this is not supported by DIG).
RICE can add individual DL statements to Racer (although this currently re-
quires full classification of the model involved). RICE can be used to pose queries
on Racer (either interactively or with a textual specification), and shows a graph-
ical representation of relations in an A-box. RICE can also deal with multiple
T-boxes and associated A-boxes. In particular, it can show instances of a concept
and concepts (direct types) of instances.
Fig. 3. Using RICE to visualize a RDF document interactively defined with OilEd.
5 Reasoning Beyond OWL: Constraints on Data Types
For various practical reasons OWL also includes so-called data types based on
XML-Schema. Data types in XML-Schema are inspired by a storage-oriented
characterization of values and are taken from programming languages. For in-
stance, data types encompass integer, short, long, boolean, string as well
as various kinds of specializations for strings.
For an ontology representation language, a semantic characterization for data
types might have been more appropriate in our opinion. Thus natural numbers,
integers, reals, or complex numbers might have been selected as data types rather
than long or short etc. because for knowledge representation languages the
storage format should not be of top-most concern.
Based on XML-Schema in DAML+OIL or OWL it is possible to specify
subtypes of, for instance, integer by defining a minimum or maximum value
[15]. However, OWL does not support so-called constraints between data values.
In many practical applications, for instance, linear polynomial inequations with
order relations are appropriate. In description logics and databases, these kinds
of constraints have a long tradition (see [1, 11]). In the following we will adopt
the description logic perspective: concrete domains [2].
Racer supports concrete domain reasoning over natural numbers (N), integers
(Z), reals (R), complex numbers (C), and strings. For different sets, different
kinds of predicates are supported:
– N: linear inequations with order constraints and integer coefficients
– Z: interval constraints
– R: linear inequations with order constraints and rational coefficients
– C: nonlinear multivariate inequations with integer coefficients
– Strings: equality and inequality
For convenience, rational coefficients can be specified in floating point notation.
They are automatically transformed into their rational equivalents (e.g., 0.75 is
transformed into 34 ). In the following we will use the names on the left-hand side
of the table to refer to the corresponding concrete domains.
The following example uses the concrete domains Z and R. For sake of brevity,







(equivalent teenager (and human (min age 16)))
(equivalent old-teenager (and human (min age 18)))
Asking for the children of teenager reveals that old-teenager is a teenager. A








(equivalent teenager (and human (min age 16)))
(equivalent old-teenager (and human (min age 18)))
(equivalent human-with-feaver (and human (>= temperature-celsius 38.5))
(equivalent seriously-ill-human (and human (>= temperature-celsius 42.0)))
Obviously, Racer determines that the concept seriously-ill-human is sub-
sumed by human-with-fever. For the Reals, Racer supports linear equations
and inequations. Thus, we could add the following statement to the knowl-
edge base in order to ensure the proper relationship between the two attributes
temperature-fahrenheit and temperature-celsius.
(implies top (= temperature-fahrenheit
(+ (* 1.8 temperature-celsius) 32)))
If a concept seriously-ill-human-1 is defined as
(equivalent seriously-ill-human-1
(and human (>= temperature-fahrenheit 107.6)))
Racer recognizes the subsumption relationship with human-with-fever and the
synonym relationship with seriously-ill-human.
In an A-box, it is possible to set up constraints between single individuals.








(constrained eve temp-eve temperature-fahrenheit)




For instance, this states that the individual eve is related via the attribute
temperature-fahrenheit to the object temp-eve. The constraint (= temp-eve
102.56) specifies that the object temp-eve is equal to 102.56.
Now, asking for the direct types of eve and doris reveals that both indi-
viduals are instances of human-with-fever. In the following A-box there is an
inconsistency since the temperature of 102.56 Fahrenheit is identical with 39.5
Celsius.
(constrained eve temp-eve temperature-fahrenheit)





An additional kind of query is possible for concrete domains: Check if certain
concrete domain constraints are entailed by an A-box and a T-box. For instance,
in the above-mentioned example, the following query returns true.
(constraint-entailed? (= temp-eve temp-doris))
6 Conclusion
This paper briefly described Racer and demonstrated that Racer can cooper-
ate with various kinds of ontology editors and visualization tools. Racer can be
considered as one of the fastest OWL DL reasoners based on sound and com-
plete algorithms that is currently freely available. It is still unique in its highly
optimized reasoning support for A-boxes and constraint-based data types (as
demonstrated in the previous sections). Racer also includes optimization tech-
niques supporting the classification of very large knowledge bases (KBs). For
instance, a set of KBs could be classified in a few hours [7] that were derived
from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) and contain up to 200,000
concept introduction axioms (OWL classes) and up to 50,000 hierarchical roles
(OWL object properties).
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Abstract. OntoTrack is a new browsing and editing “in-one-view” on-
tology authoring tool. It combines a sophisticated graphical layout with
mouse enabled editing features optimized for efficient navigation and ma-
nipulation of large ontologies. The system is based on SpaceTree [PGB02]
and implemented in Java2D. OntoTrack provides animated expansion
and de-expansion of class descendants, zooming, paning and uses elab-
orated layout techniques like click-able miniature branches or selective
detail views. At the same time OntoTrack allows for quite a number of
editing features using mouse-over anchor buttons and graphical selec-
tions without switching into a special editing layout. In addition, every
single editing step is synchronized with an external reasoner in order to
provide instant feedback about relevant modeling consequences.
1 Introduction
The availability of adequate tools for end users is a pivotal element in order
to push Semantic Web techniques from academia to commercial environments.
Simple, flexible, and intuitive user interfaces play an important role within this
context. In contrast to current tool evaluations which concentrate mainly on
language specific issues (e. g. language conformity) and technical criteria (e. g.
turn around ability for interoperability) [AS02] we will focus on adequate visu-
alization, navigation and simple editing of large ontologies in the remainder of
this paper.
Currently, many ontology editors use two functionally disjunct interfaces for
either editing or browsing ontologies. Editing interfaces are commonly based on
vertical expand and contract lists representing the class hierarchy. When select-
ing a particular class in the list one can inspect and manipulate its corresponding
definition using predefined forms in an additional display area. Our experiences
with expand and contract style interfaces identified a number of conceptual
drawbacks:
– The number of visible classes is limited by the screen height. Even middle
sized ontologies very likely require scrolling after some level expansions.
– The larger the ontology the harder it will get to identify the inheritance
path from a particular class up to the root of the ontology. This is due to
the fact of exclusively two level states. An ontology level is either completely
expanded or contracted and is not allowed to display a selection of context
relevant classes.
– Depending on the branching factor of an ontology a list representation makes
it difficult to compare two different expansion paths concerning level depth
or common ancestors.
– Because of the tree based nature of expansion lists multiple inheritance is
difficult to represent in general. Multiple ancestors of a class are usually
displayed with help of an auxiliary display area. Inversely, this class will
appear as “cloned” class in the list of descendants of every super class. This,
however, will result in a proportional growth of redundant classes with the
number of multiple inheritance statements.
– When defining a class one commonly needs to access and select other classes.
This temporally requires additional expand and contract style selection lists
for a class hierarchy already on screen.
An extreme example for which the list representation will be inherently unsuit-
able is the task of showing the complete inheritance path of a class in a large
ontology having multiple ancestors.
In order to better support those tasks most tools incorporate an additional
graphical browsing interface using tree like, tree map, ven or hyperbolic layout
techniques more or less suitable for navigating large ontologies. However, those
interfaces do not allow for substantial editing and are designed as view-only
plugins in most cases.
Our novel ontology editor, called OntoTrack, combines hierarchical layout
technologies with context sensitive zooming features and mouse enabled editing
abilities optimized for navigation and manipulation of large ontologies. Onto-
Track is based on the linked tree diagram approach of SpaceTree [PGB02] which
dynamically zooms and lays out tree branches to best fit the available screen
space. OntoTrack’s ontology layout is driven by an animated “expansion on user
demand” strategy making use of elaborated minimization techniques for alter-
native inheritance paths or descendants. At the same time OntoTrack allows for
quite a number of editing features from mouse-over anchor buttons to context
sensitive choose lists without switching into a special editing layout.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
present OntoTrack our new graphical authoring tool for ontologies. In particular,
we explain OntoTrack’s browsing, editing, and searching abilities as well as its
inference features via link-up to an external reasoner. In section 3 we describe
the current implementation status and discuss current and future work. Sec-
tion 4 contains preliminary benchmarking results concerning to some qualitative
navigation criteria. We will end with a short summary and some notes about
possible enhancements.
2 A New Graphical Authoring Tool For Ontologies
2.1 Browsing Features
Fig. 1. Partially expanded ontology in top-down layout showing miniature tree
thumbnails summarizing not expanded sub-branches.
OntoTrack aims at integrating optimized layout techniques for hierarchies
with graphical editing features. Currently, the system is based on SpaceTree
[PGB02] an interactive tree browser with dynamic rescaling of branches, op-
timized camera movement, and preview icons for non expanded sub-branches.
Within SpaceTree the expansion of a new tree level is animated and may re-
sult in trimming of branches of previous levels when needed. SpaceTree allows
for changing the overall orientation of the layout and for explicit de-expansion
blocking of user selected branches.
Our attempt was to adapt SpaceTree for browsing and editing ontologies by
extending its inheritance centered layout algorithm in a first step. The primary
structuring element of ontologies and trees is the inheritance relation. Conse-
quently, SpaceTree’s as well as OntoTrack’s layout algorithm dynamically adapt
their graphs in order to be able to display the complete inheritance path ei-
ther in a top-down or left-right orientation. As an option, the path from the
last expanded class to the root will be outlined. Depth, width and the num-
ber of descendants of not expanded sub-branches are symbolized by triangles of
varying length, width, and shading or as an iconified branch in order to pro-
vide information about deeper levels. In addition, the whole ontology layout can
continously be zoomed or paned simply by mouse-down movements. Figure 1
shows an OntoTrack screen capture of an ontology1 after some level expansions.
Here, a classical top-down orientation and a miniature tree thumbnail style has
been chosen. In comparison, figure 2 shows the same ontology in a less expanded
state using a left-to-right orientation and a triangle thumbnail style. Here, the
1 Showing the top-level classes in an early version of Cyc.
inheritance path for the last expanded class “IndividualObject” is outlined by a
darker node background.
Fig. 2. Ontology of figure 1 in left-right layout and triangle thumbnails.
In the case of expanding a level containing classes having multiple ancestors
in currently not expanded branches, those ancestors are drawn as click-able icons.
As an example, figure 3 shows the ontology of figure 2 after expansion of class
Stuff via middle mouse click. Both descendants of Stuff have multiple ancestors.
A further ancestor of Process is an already expanded class Event. In contrast, one
ancestor of IntangibleStuff (namely IntangibleObject as can be seen in figure 1) is
within the currently not expanded sub-branch of class Intangible and therefore
drawn as a click-able icon.
When moving over an iconified ancestor with the mouse pointer a tool-tip
message with the corresponding class name appears. Clicking on such an ances-
tor icon results in an expansion of this class. This strategy guarantees that all
ancestors of all expanded classes are displayed either expanded or abbreviated as
click-able icons. Having all inheritance paths visible up to the root helps a user
to keep orientated concerning to the primal structuring principle of ontologies.
Fig. 3. Ontology of figure 2 after expansion of class Stuff.
2.2 Editing Features
As mentioned before OntoTrack is a browsing and editing in-one-view authoring
tool. This allows to re-use already available navigation principles for the task of
building and manipulating ontology definitions. The most primitive manipula-
tion feature consists of the direct editable class name field of every class node.
Beyond that, OntoTrack’s click-and-drop editing features are enabled by switch-
ing into the “anchor button” mode. Within this mode anchor buttons appear
when moving the mouse over editable entities. Figure 4 shows the anchor buttons
of a class IndividualObject displayed in top-down orientation (in left-right orien-
tation the button layout is rotated 90◦ anti-clockwise). The triangle symbol on
top of the class box represents the superclass relationship. With a click on this
button one can specify this class to be an descendant of another class selectable
with a click on that class. A new sub class can be created with a click onto the
bottom triangle. In correspondence with the RDFS and OWL specification the
semantics of multiple subclass statements for one class is that of a conjunction
in OntoTrack.
Fig. 4. Anchor buttons of a class in top-down layout.
In addition, OntoTrack offers further editing functions while in its “detailed
view” mode. The detailed view mode is activated or deactivated for each class
separately using the mouse-wheel up- resp. down-wards while being over the
class with the mouse pointer. When activated, OntoTrack uses a slightly adapted
UML style class diagram syntax. In contrast to the UML specification our class
diagram is divided into two (instead of three) compartments. The top compart-
ment contains the name of the class. The bottom compartment contains a list
of property restrictions of this class. In case of OWL Lite each row of this list
contains (implicit conjuncted) one existential or universal quantification or un-
qualified cardinality restrictions displayed in abstract Description Logic (DL)
syntax (see [Baa03] for the abstract DL terminology). Figure 5 shows a class
with one minimal and one exact cardinality restriction. An existing restriction
can be deleted by clicking on the red dot on the right side of the corresponding
row. A new restriction is added to a class by using the green dot at the bottom
of the class box (see figure 5). The cells of each row are editable via choose lists.
An unqualified cardinality restriction provides three choose lists, one for the car-
dinality operator (≥,≤,=) one for the value (0 or 1 in OWL Lite) and one for
the currently available properties. Quantifications also require three choose lists
Fig. 5. Class in detailed view mode.
(one for the quantifier ∃ or ∀, one for the property, and one for the qualifying
class). Additional editing features like switching between complete and partial
definitions are accessible via a right mouse button context menu. As an alterna-
tive short-cut we plan to add click-and-drop quantifier and cardinality symbols
for specifying properties statements between classes as shown in figure 4 in the
near future.
2.3 Inference Feedback
OntoTrack is equipped with an interface to an DL reasoner called RACER
[HM01]. All changes after each editing step (e. g. list selection, subclass state-
ment) are send to the RACER system via the TCP-based client interface JRacer.
RACER will then make all modeling consequences explicitly available for Onto-
Track. Of special interest within our ontology layout is the subsumption relation-
ship which may implicitly be influenced by an editing step. As soon as RACER
recognizes a change in the class hierarchy OntoTrack updates the correspond-
ing graphical representation (showing only direct subsumers/subsumees of each
class). Those updates are also animated in order not to confuse the user with a
new hierarchy layout in one step. Other graphical inference services (which are
special cases of the subsumption relationship in fact) cover unsatisfiable class
definitions or equivalence between different classes. In OntoTrack an unsatisfi-
able class will be drawn in red and equivalent classes are outlined with a colored
background.
2.4 Searching
OntoTrack also adapts SpaceTree’s search features. When looking for a specific
class name, even in the selection phase during editing, one can use a string
based ontology search. When start typing a search string all matching classes or
sub-branch icons are highlighted. Each additional character or deletion in the
search string directly results in an updated highlighting of matching parts of
the ontology. OntoTrack currently supports three matching mode: exact match,
substring match from string beginning, and full substring match. As an option,
the user can then fan out the ontology by expansion of all currently matching
classes via one button click.
3 Implementation Status and Current Work
Our ontology authoring tool OntoTrack is still under development. The features
described in section 2 are those of the first implementation phase. Some may
change in future versions if they don’t prove to be useful. It is our considered
opinion that performance and scalability are very important properties of user
friendly tools and a key for user acceptance. We therefore have chosen Piccolo
as our graphical library. Piccolo is an optimized subset of Jazz [BMG00], a fast
zoomable interface toolkit based on Java2D.
A first prototype of OntoTrack has been implemented by extending Space-
Tree’s layout algorithm, which itself uses the Piccolo libraries. Within this ver-
sion all mentioned browsing features of subsection 2.1 are implemented in full
detail. Some of the editing features of subsection 2.2 however are still under
development (click-and-drop qualifiers and cardinality statements).
Current work is focused on refining and optimizing the layout algorithms
for ancestor thumbnails. Miniature tree layouts for ancestors with multiple in-
heritance turned out to be difficult in general. Imagine the problem of thumb
placing for a short expanded inheritance path together with a long alternative
path via a thumbnail miniature tree (or vice versa). Inheritance links between
thumbnail classes and already expanded classes are another factor of complexity
for placing and cross minimizing layout algorithms. As an additional constraint
we want to re-arrange the layout of expanded classes in each possible expansion
step as less as possible. Therefore, OntoTrack implements a local optimization
layout algorithm triggered by the class the user currently wants to expand.
OntoTrack’s file import as well as export uses the RDF parser Jena2[McB01].
Jena2’s internal ontology model for classes and properties also serves as Onto-
Track’s central representation model. Currently, OntoTrack is able to read in
and write out OWL Lite ontologies. However, properties as well as global prop-
erty constraints (domain and range statements) are not editable in OntoTrack
at the moment.
Conceptually, we plan to cover a notable fragment of OWL Lite’s language
constructs while adopting UML’s class diagram representation. In a first step
we concentrated on OWL Lite’s class axioms and restriction statements (see
section 2.3.1.1. and 2.3.1.2. of OWL Abstract Syntax and Semantics document
[PSHH03]). Next, we want to extend the editor with a parallel representation
of properties and property hierarchies. Our goal is an mixed graphical repre-
sentation based on the hierarchical class layout described above together with
editable property edges in combination or as alternative to the list representation
of OntoTrack’s detailed view mode.2
2 The ezOWL plugin [OC03] for Protégé is an example of a likewise mixed class and
property representation to some extend.
4 Preliminary Evaluation
It was not the goal of our preliminary evaluation tests to determine an overall
ranking of different ontology editors. Other tools like Protégé [GMF+03], On-
toEdit [SSA01] or OilEd [BHGS01] are obviously in a more sophisticated state
of development and in some cases tailored to different tasks or users. Our aim
was to evaluate our graphical browsing and editing interface against other user
interfaces with respect to certain navigation criteria.
First we compared the maximum number of classes to display for a given
screen size. Using a screen size of 1280×1024 we counted a number of 50 to
60 displayable classes in expand and contract style ontology browsers using full
screen hight (here, the screen width has no effect on the maximum of displayable
classes). Using a comparable font size in OntoTrack we were able to expand more
than 100 classes using full screen mode.
In contrast, the length for an inheritance path for a branch with classes
having a name with an average length of 12 characters has a depth of 13 levels
in OntoTrack. In an expand and contract style interface the same number of
level expansions approximately take up 30 % of the screen width.
However, in order to have some qualitative results concerning average navi-
gation or editing performance a controlled experiment has to be conducted. A
set of experiments comparing three tree-based browsing tools (MS Explorer, a
Hyperbolic tree browser, and SpaceTree) showed some performance advantages
for the SpaceTree approach concerning tasks like first-time node finding, listing
all ancestors of a node, or differentiate between branches with varying numbers
of nodes [PGB02]. These results may serve as an indicator with respect to nav-
igation and editing performance of OntoTrack in comparison with expand and
contract style interfaces.
5 Summary and Outlook
Expand and contract style interfaces for ontologies inherently have substantial
drawbacks concerning search and navigation speed, user orientation, and editing
flexibility in our opinion. Our new authoring tool for ontologies combines an ani-
mated graphical layout with mouse enabled editing features within one view. We
are still in an early development phase, but first experiences with our SpaceTree
[PGB02] based prototype are encouraging. We therefore see OntoTrack as an
easy-to-use interactive ontology editor especially for non-experienced users and
even for large ontologies.
Current work focuses on finalizing the layout algorithm, and further editing
features. We also plan to extend OntoTrack’s search facility for regular expres-
sion matching as well as for restriction expressions. The link-up to the RACER
reasoner is also a subject of optimization. Currently, OntoTrack needs to query
the reasoner for all possible consequences of each user change in order to update
its internal representation model. Here, an event triggered notification model
on reasoner side would significantly speed up this process. In addition, an ad-
equate explanation module is needed in order to distinguish between ‘direct’
consequences (e. g. an unsatisfiable class because of an user manipulation) and
follow-up consequences (e. g. the consequences of an unsatisfiable class with re-
spect to other classes). In order to become a competitive application basic fea-
tures like undo, print, or various exports into other ontology languages have to
be implemented in future versions of OntoTrack.
We plan to cover ontology languages with an expressivity at least compara-
ble to that of OWL Lite. Complex class descriptions like nested restrictions or
general inclusion axioms may need additional graphical features in a next evo-
lution step. A graphical representation as well as editing interfaces for disjoint
classes, coverings and instances are also on our working agenda. An graphical
UML representation for some of those have already been discussed in [BKK+01]
and may serve as starting point for our application.
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Abstract. This article deals with the operational use of a domain ontology inte-
grated into a Knowledge-Based System (KBS). It presents TooCoM, a tool dedi-
cated to (1) the definition of ontologies with the Entity-Relationship paradigm
and (2) the operationalization of ontologies in the context of the Conceptual
Graphs model. TooCoM provides functionalities for specifying an operational
scenario of use of the ontology which is under construction, for transcribing this
ontology into the corresponding operational form and for using this operational
form in an embedded inference engine.
Keywords: Ontology, Conceptual Graphs, Knowledge-Based Systems, Opera-
tionalization.
1 INTRODUCTION
Most of works which aims at developing tools for building an ontology focuses on the
edition of the conceptual vocabulary, i.e. the terminological level. For instance, Protégé
allows the knowledge engineer to build a hierarchy of concepts and to specify pre-
defined properties of the concepts through the Frame model [11]. OntoEdit (renamed
Kaon) is also based on the Frame paradigm. As Protégé, it focuses on the structuration
of a set of concepts and on the specification of predefined properties of these concepts
[20].
None of the tools listed within the OntoWeb project [6] aims at editing, in an in-
tuitive and graphical way, the axioms of a domain. However, in our opinion, axioms
are the main operational ressource of an ontology since they constrain the use of the
conceptual vocabulary. Consequently, they are the only means to specify the semantics
of a domain. For instance, in Protégé, the knowledge engineer must known the Protégé
Axiom Language to specify the constraints and/or the rules of the domain. In OntoEdit,
the specification of a non-predefined axiom must be done by using a logical formula.
TooCoM is a tool which adresses this problem. It allows the knowledge engineer
(1) to specify the conceptual vocabulary of the domain by using the Entity-Relationship
paradigm, (2) to specify the axioms of the domain in a graphical way and (3) to easily
make these axioms operational in order to perform reasoning in the context of the Con-
ceptual Graphs model1. For this last point, TooCoM can be considered as an innovative
tool in the sense that it allows the knowledge engineer to follow reasoning processes in
a graphical way. This aspect is very important because, in our opinion, this facilitates
the appropriation and the control of the semantics which is associated to the ontology
under construction. In other words, providing functionalities dedicated to a graphical
appropriation of the implications of all the axioms (rules and constraints) of a domain
makes the understanding (and therefore the refinement) of the semantics of a domain
more easy.
As WebODE implements the METHONTOLOGY methodology to build an ontol-
ogy [1], TooCoM implements original guidelines to specify axioms at the conceptual
level and to specify the operational use of the ontology which determinates the opera-
tional form of the axioms.
From a technical point of view, TooCoM is based on CoGITaNT, a framework which
offers capabilities to represent and manipulate Conceptual Graphs [10]. TooCoM has
been tested in the context of the GINA project (Interactive and Natural Geometry) re-
lated to CAD (Computer-Aided Design) [13]. In this experiment, our tool has been used
to build and to automatically operationalize an ontology of geometry [9].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents how building an
ontology with TooCoM, in particular how specifying the conceptual vocabulary and the
axioms. Section 3 first introduces the process we advocate to operationalize an ontology
and then shows the application of this process in the context of the Conceptual Graphs
model and its implementation in TooCoM. Finally, section 4 introduces a discussion
about the innovative aspects of TooCoM in comparison with existing tools.
2 DEFINING AN ONTOLOGY WITH THE ENTITY-
RELATIONSHIP PARADIGM
Defining an ontology with the Entity-Relationship (E/R) paradigm mainly consists in
(1) specifying of the conceptual vocabulary of the domain which is considered and (2)
specifying the semantics of the conceptual vocabulary through axioms.
2.1 The specification of the conceptual vocabulary
As implied by the Gruber’s definition, (« an ontology is a formal, explicit specifica-
tion of a shared conceptualization » [12]), the building of an ontology is based on a
conceptualization, which is a conceptual description of the knowledge covered by the
ontology. This description consists of a conceptual vocabulary which, in the context of
the E/R paradigm, contains a set of concept types and a set of relation types which can
both be structured by using subsomption links.
TooCoM allows the knowledge engineer to define such hierarchies, both for concept
types and for relation types. Figure 1 shows an extract of the hierarchy of concept types
1 Operationalizing knowledge consists in representing it with an operational language, according
to an operational goal. An operational language is a formal language (i.e. a language having
a syntax and formal semantics) which provides inference mechanisms allowing one to reason
from its representations. An operational goal is specified by a scenario of use (cf. section 3.1).
Fig. 1. A hierarchy of concept types in TooCoM. An arrow represents a subsomption link between
a concept type and his parent concept type (« a Triangle is-a Polygon »).
which has been defined for the GINA project (i.e. an ontology of geometry defined ac-
cording to Hilbert’s book « Grunlagen der Geometrie »). Figure 2 shows the hierarchy
of relation types.
2.2 The specification of the axioms
Axioms represent the intension of concept types and relation types and, generally speak-
ing, knowledge which is not strictly terminological [19]. Axioms are specific to ontolo-
gies and, in our opinion, allow us to distinguish an ontology from a thesaurus. Thesaurus
are only based on terminological representations and can be compared to light weight
ontologies, whereas heavy weight ontologies contain the whole semantics of a domain
[18]. Axioms specify the way the terminological primitives must be manipulated. Two
types of axioms can be distinguished :
– the axioms that represent common and well-defined properties of concept types or
relation types ;
– the axioms that represent properties specific to the domain .
Fig. 2. A hierarchy of relation types in TooCoM. The property box of the belongsSP relation type
is open. Such a box shows the signature, the parents, the children and the algebraic properties of a
relation type. For instance the belongsSP relationship can only be stated between a Plane_Curve
and a Plane, it has the belongs relation type as parent and no child and bears any algebraic
property.
The common properties, that we call axiom schemata, can correspond to:
– algebraic properties such as symmetry, reflexivity, transitivity;
– the is-a link between two concept types or two relation types (subsomption prop-
erty);
– the signature or the cardinalities of a relation type;
– the exclusivity or the incompatibility between two concept types or two relation
types (the incompatibility between two primitives P1 and P2 is formalized by
¬(P1 ∧ P2), the exclusivity is formalized by ¬P1 ⇒ P2).
Classical axiom schemata can be specified by simply indicated the property of the
relation types in the tool box (cf. figure 2), i.e. without creating a new axiom by using
the Axioms panel. If an additional property of relation type (symmetry, transitivity or
reflexivity) is specified, the corresponding axiom is automatically created and added to
the ontology.
However, an axiom does not necessarily correspond to a schema. For instance, fig-
ure 3 shows the axiom 1.2 of Hilbert’s axiomatics. This axiom, which expresses a prop-
erty of identity between a Straight_line and a couple of Points does not correspond to a
classical axiom schema and must be build in the axiom panel.
Fig. 3. Representation of an axiom in TooCoM. The yellow (bright) concepts and relationships
represent the hypothesis part of the axiom and the gray (dark) concepts and relationships represent
the conclusion part. Semantics of this axiom is as follows: given two different points and two
different straight lines, if one of these points belongs to the two lines, and if the other belongs to
one the lines, it does not belong to the second line.
In TooCoM, the subsomption links and the signatures of the relation types are the
only properties that are embedded into the modeling paradigm underlying our tool, and
they do not have to be expressed by axioms. All other properties of the conceptual prim-
itives have to be specified as axioms via the definition of predefined axiom schemata
in hierarchies of concept or relation types, or via the whole creation of an axiom in the
Axioms panel.
An axiom is composed of an hypothesis part and a conclusion part, respectively
represented by a conceptual graph2. A conceptual graph is a bipartite graph composed
of concept vertices (representing objects of the domain) and relationship vertices (de-
scribing relationships between objects). Each vertex of a conceptual graph is labeled. A
2 The Conceptual Graphs model, first introduced by Sowa [17], is a knowledge representation
model which belongs to the semantic networks. An extension of this model, the SG family [2],
presented in section 3.2, extends the model with reasoning primitives, rules and constraints.
concept vertex is labeled with the concept type from which the represented object is an
instance. To identify the represented object, one can possibly add an individual marker.
In that case, the vertex is called an individual concept. In other case, one adds to the
concept type a star which denotes the generic marker (i.e. the identity of this concept
is not defined). Such a vertex is called a generic concept. A relation vertex is simply
labeled by a relation type specifying the nature of the link between the neighbouring
concepts.
But this representation of axioms does not specify their operational semantics, in the
sense that it does not specify the way the axioms will be used in an operational appli-
cation. Because this operational semantics depends on the operational goal of the KBS,
it can not be included in an ontology, which must be independent from any operational
goal. Thus specifying this semantics conducts to an operational ontology, through an
operationalization process.
3 OPERATIONALIZING AN ONTOLOGY WITH TooCoM
An ontology is only a conceptual representation of a domain, independently of any op-
erational applications. To use an ontology in a KBS, it is necessary to transcribe the
conceptual representation into a form in accordance with the way the KBS will be used.
This form must be an operational form, in the sense that the knowledge representation
model must offer operational mechanisms, such as inference mechanisms, in order to
allow the manipulations to which the KBS is dedicated. For instance, to perform auto-
matic reasoning, the operational formalism must allow the representation of derivation
rules and the effective application of these rules on a set of facts. Thus, the use of an
ontology in a KBS requires an operationalization process, that consists in transcribing
the ontology in an operational formalism, in accordance with the operational use of the
KBS.
3.1 The scenarii of use and the operationalization of axioms
The operationalization of an ontology is only conceivable for a well defined operational
use, characterized by a precise scenario of use [5]. A scenario of use is the description
of the purposes for which knowledge will be manipulated in the system. Defining a
scenario of use mainly consists in describing the way the axioms will be used in the
system, because the operational representation of terminological knowledge does not
depend on the different contexts of application. Indeed the representation of a concept
or a relation type is the same in the case of a system dedicated to knowledge validation
or in the case of a system built to produce new facts from a knowledge base. Only the
operational representations of the axioms are specific to the goal of the application.
We consider that an axiom can be used to validate knowledge in relation to the
ontology or to produce new facts from a base. For instance, the axiom 1.6 of Hilbert
« If two points A and B of a straight line d belong to a plane α, then all the points of
d belong to α » can be used either to deduct the membership of points to a plane, or
to indicate that a situation is not in accordance with the semantics of geometry, such as
« there are two points that belong to both a straight line and a plane and a point of the
straight line which does not belong to the plane ».
Moreover, an axiom can be used when the user of the system asks for it, or it can
be applied automatically by the system everywhere it is possible. The first application
is called explicit, the second implicit. For instance, the axiom 1.3.1 of Hilbert « On a
straight line, there are at least two points » can be implicitly used if the user is not
supposed to apply this axiom before considering points on a straight line or, on the
contrary, can be explicitly used if he is supposed to resort to the axiom for considering
such points, for instance for educational purposes.
So, operationalizing an ontology requires, for each axiom, the choice of a context
of use which specifies the purpose for which the axiom will be used and how it will be
applied in the system. The different contexts of use we have identified are:
– The inferential and explicit context of use: the user applies the axiom by himself
on a fact base to produce new facts;
– The inferential and implicit context of use: the axiom is applied by the system on
a fact base to produce new facts;
– The validation and explicit context of use: the user applies the axiom by himself
to check that a fact base is in accordance with the semantics of a domain;
– The validation and implicit context of use: the axiom is applied by the system to
verify that a fact base is in accordance with the semantics of a domain.
A scenario of use consists in a set of contexts of use choosen for each axiom of
the ontology. Generally speaking, the operational form of an ontology includes infer-
ential mechanisms and validation mechanisms. These mechanisms are required for the
automatic (or semi-automatic) manipulation of knowledge. For instance, a scenario ded-
icated to a computer-aided teaching application allows the user to apply knowledge to
deduce new facts or to check his work. Such a scenario comprises automatic inferences
and validation processes, in accordance with the level of the user.
Figure 4 presents the general inference cycle through which the axioms are applied
in a KBS. First the user can add facts to the fact base, then he can apply an axiom
choosen between the inferential and explicit ones. Then the system applies all the infer-
ential implicit axioms in order to sature the fact base with implicit knowledge. Finally, a
validation step, which can be partially leaded by the user, permits to detect « semantical
inconsistencies » in the fact base.
Two particular scenarii can be distinguished: the pure validation scenario, where the
operational ontology is used to check a fact base according to the semantics of a domain
(all axioms are operationalized in a validation context of use), and the inferential and
implicit scenario, where the operational ontology is used to automatically produce new
knowledge (all axioms are operationalized in an implicit context of use). To define the
scenario of use of an ontology, the context of use of each axiom must be specified. This
context constrains the operational form of the axiom. But, of course, the choice of the
operational knowledge representation language also constrains this form.
The user releases the
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Fig. 4. The inference cycle dedicated to the use of an operational ontology.
3.2 The operationalization of the axioms with the Conceptual Graphs model in
TooCoM
TooCoM is based on an extension of the Conceptual Graphs model (CGs). The CGs
model is an operational knowledge representation language which provides conceptual
primitive representations through concepts and relationships between these concepts
[17]. The subsomption property and the signature of relationships are integrated in the
model. The other axioms, that express the way the primitives must be manipulated, can
be represented with three types of reasoning primitives, that have been added as an
extension of the model, the SG family [2]:
– The positive constraints, with an hypothesis part and a conclusion part, of which
the semantics is: if the hypothesis part is present, then the conclusion part must be
present (otherwise the constraint is broken);
– The negative constraints, with an hypothesis part and a conclusion part, of which
the semantics is: if the hypothesis part is present, then the conclusion part must be
absent (otherwise the constraint is broken);
– The rules, with an hypothesis part and a conclusion part, of which the semantics is:
if the hypothesis part is present, then the conclusion part can be produced.
A rule can be implicitly used by the system (i.e. applied everywhere the hypothesis
of the rule is present) or explicitly applied by the user (on a given fact in the knowledge
base). A negative or positive constraint can be automatically used by the system (i.e.
checked everywhere in the knowledge base) or explicitly applied by the user.
In order to allow the automatic operationalization of ontologies in TooCoM, we
have defined operationalization mechanisms for each form of axiom. For instance, an
axiom can have the following form:
∀x1, ..., xn H ⇒ ∃y1, ..., ym r1(..) ∧ .. ∧ rp(..) (1)
where ri are relationships between the xi and/or yj variables and H a conjonction of
predicats which express concepts or relations.
The different operational forms of such an axiom, depending on the context of use,
are:
– Inferential and implicit context of use: the axiom is operationalized by an implicit
rule which corresponds to the the logical formula ∀x1, ..., xn H ⇒ ∃y1, ..., ym
r1(..) ∧ .. ∧ rp(..) ;
– Inferential and explicit context of use: the axiom is operationalized by an explicit
rule which corresponds to the logical formula ∀x1, ..., xn H ⇒ ∃y1, ..., ym r1(..)∧
..∧ rp(..) and p negative constraints which correspond to the statement ∀x1, ..., xn
H (
∧
ri(..))i=1..p,i 6=j , it can not exist r′j(..), j = 1..p, where r
′
j is exclusive with
rj in the ontology3. If any relationship exclusive with rj exists in the ontology, the
corresponding constraint is replaced by q negative constraints which correspond to
the statement ∀x1, ..., xn H (
∧
ri(..))i=1..p,i6=j , it can not exist r′jk (..), k = 1..q,
where r′jk are all incompatibles with rj ;
– Validation and implicit (respectively explicit) context of use: the axiom is opera-
tionalized by p negative and implicit (respectively explicit) constraints




j(..), j = 1..p, where r
′
j is exclusive with
rj in the ontology. If any relationship exclusive with rj exists in the ontology, the
corresponding constraint is replaced by q negative constraints which correspond to
the statement ∀x1, ..., xn H (
∧
ri(..))i=1..p,i6=j , it can not exist r′jk (..), k = 1..q,
where r′jk are all incompatibles with rj .
In TooCoM, the user can build an operational ontology by specifying the context of
use of each axiom of the ontology. According to this context, each axiom is automat-
ically transcribed into an appropriate form (i.e. a rule, a constraint, a rule and a set of
constraints or a set of constraints). Then, the operational ontology, which includes the
conceptual primitives and the axioms in an operational form, can be exploited by the
TooCoM inference engine which implements the reasoning cycle presented in figure 4.
3.3 The use of an operational ontology in TooCoM
TooCoM provides an inference engine based on the manipulation of conceptual graphs.
This inference engine uses the CoGITaNT framework which allows to compare graphs
and to apply CG rules through a graph projection operator [10]. By using this inference
engine, the knowledge engineer can test the ontology under construction by applying
the operational ontology to different situations. For instance he can state a fact rep-
resented by a graph and runs the engine over this fact. During the explicit inferential
phase, he can choose the axiom he wants to apply and where he wants to apply it. The
result of the reasoning process is displayed in real-time in the interface and the user can
check if the resulting fact is correct in relation to the result which is intended. Again,
as shown in figures 5 and 6, we argue in favor of a graphical semantics. These figures
present the running panel of the inference engine.
If the user has a set of competency questions, he can check it with the inference en-
gine. Moreover, the system can indicate exactly what axiom creates an inconsistency or
3 The incompatibility between two primitives P1 and P2 is formalized by ¬(P1 ∧ P2), the
exclusivity is formalized by ¬P1 ⇒ P2.
Fig. 5. A step of an inference cycle. The user has build a graph with three points A, B and C where
A is different from B and B different from C (the graph appears in bright color). He selects the
axiom 1.1 (given two different points, it exists a straight line to which belong these two points)
which can be applied on the points A and B, or B and C (the conclusion part of the axiom appears
in dark color). The system suggests to the user different projections on which the axiom can be
applied. By using the keyboard arrows, the user can examine the different projections and apply
the explicit axiom where he wants. In this example, the user applies the axiom on the points A
and B (cf. figure 6 for the next step).
what axiom is lacking to answer the question. For instance, in the domain of geometry,
we have use TooCoM to produce an operational form of the ontology appropriated to
the automatic theorem proof checking [9]. In this case, all the Hilbert’s axioms have
been operationalized through an explicit and inferential context of use and the other ax-
ioms (e.g. the exclusivity between relation types) have been operationalized through an
implicit and inferential context of use. By testing the proof of some theorems, we have
discover some missings, which correspond to implicit knowledge not stated by Hilbert
in his book, but really used in the proofs [9].
The building of different kinds of KBS is possible as far as the system can use the
general reasoning cycle. In the context of geometry, we can adapt the scenario of use
to automatically generate a module of an Intelligent Tutoring System which will use
some axioms to validate the student’s assertions and others to complete these asser-
tions, whereas the student will use the explicit axioms to prove a theorem or to build a
geometric figure.
Fig. 6. After applying the axiom 1.1, the system automatically applies the implicit rules, and
deduces the difference between the points from the symmetry property of the diff (difference)
relation type. The user can then apply another axiom, for instance the axiom 1.1.
4 RELATED WORK
The first aspect that differentiates TooCoM from its related tools is that it is based
on the Entity-Relation paradigm to structure an ontology, whereas most of other tools
dedicated to the building of ontology, like OILEd [3], Protégé [11] or OntoEdit [20],
are based on the Frame paradigm. Indeed, TooCoM is based on the Conceptual Graphs
model which provides both a conceptual paradigm used to structure the terminological
level of the ontology and reasoning mechanisms based on graph homomorphism in
keeping with the first order logic.
Then, most of existing tools provides a textual mode to specify conceptual vocabu-
lary and axioms. For instance, in OntoEdit, the specification of a non-predefined type of
axiom requires the use of the F-Logic syntax [20]. But some of them allows the knowl-
edge engineer to build ontologies in a graphical way: WebOnto provides a graphical
interface for the edition of the conceptual vocabulary but not for the edition of axioms
[7]. The graph based paradigm used in TooCoM is more intuitive than a textual one and
it allows the knowledge engineer to specify both the terminological knowledge and all
kind of axioms in a graphical interface, without knowing a textual axiom language.
We think that a graphic visualization of the inferences carried out is a significant
factor which, on the one hand, facilitates the appropriation of a formal system and, on
the other hand, allows the expert to validate the adopted model on its own (without
reinterpretation of the implemented reasonings by a logician)4. The use of a graphical
langage to build an ontology, which is a knowledge model, is coherent with the use of
graphical languages, as UML, to build modelization in the programming domain.
The second, and most important, innovative aspect of TooCoM, is to allow the rep-
resentation and the operationalization of all kinds of axioms. As fast as the use of ontol-
ogy is growing, it becomes necessary to represent more and more complex properties
of the concepts. For instance, the specification of OWL [16] includes new properties, as
intersection of concept classes or algebraic properties, that do not appear in the RDFS
specification. In our opinion, a complete ontology representation language must allow
to represent any axiom, and not only predefined axioms. This allows the knowledge
engineer to define properties that are not included in the language. For instance, in the
domain of geometry, a lot of properties expressed through mathematical axioms can not
be related to well defined properties, like algebraic properties.
An other advantage of the operational representation of axioms is the possibility
to use ontologies for reasoning. This aspect becomes more and more important for the
applications of the Semantic Web [8]: the Web services will use ontologies to reason
and this requires the representation of axioms and not only the representation of ter-
minological primitives organized in hierarchies. For instance, the RuleML language
[4] is dedicated to the representation of rules and constraints in order to allow deduc-
tion, rewriting, and further inferential-transformational tasks. But the operational rep-
resentation of axioms is conditioned by their operational uses. So, building operational
representation of axioms requires an operationalization process through which these
representations are produced according to contexts of use.
The representation of all kinds of axioms and their use in an inference engine
through an original operationalization process allows to perform the original goal of
Protégé, that is the interactive building of a KBS [11]. Moreover, in TooCoM, it is pos-
sible to automatically make the ontology operational and to manipulate it at a concep-
tual level. The context of use of each axiom can be specified and the KBS appropriated
to the application which is intended can be automatically generated. As in many tools,
this mechanism permits a constraint checking of the ontology. But it also allows the
knowledge engineer to easily check the completeness of the ontology, by submitting
competency questions to the inference engine.
At this moment, the ontologies can be stored in the BCGCT format [15], which is
peculiar to the CoGITaNT framework, or in the CGXML format. These formats allow
to represent the terminological primitives of a domain, the subsomption links between
these primitives, the instances of concepts types, and axioms in rule form. We plan
to add a module in order to allow the storage and the loading of ontologies in other
common ontology languages like RDFS or OWL, as far as the expressivity of these
langages allows us to represent all axioms.
4 The validation can then be considered as a simple study of graphical explanations of the rea-
sonings that have been performed by the system.
5 CONCLUSION
TooCoM allows a knowledge engineer to build ontologies within the Entity-Relation-
ship paradigm, and to specify both the terminological knowledge of a domain and the
semantics of this domain through axioms. The main characteristics of TooCoM is the
possibility to define all kinds of axioms and to generate different operational ontologies
from the specification of scenarii of use. So, thanks to a graphical semantics, TooCoM
facilitates the appropriation of a global understanding of the semantics of the domain
mainly defined by the axioms.
The operationalization mechanism provided by TooCoM permits, via the definition
of an operational scenario, to produce operational ontologies. These operational ontolo-
gies can be used to validate the ontology itself, by submiting competency questions to
the inference engine. This corresponds to a knowledge level prototyping approach [14].
For instance, the experiment we have done in the domain of geometry has lead us to
modify our ontology after that the proof of a theorem failed.
The operationalization guideline implemented in TooCoM must be extended to
other formalisms than the CGs model. In particular, the use of a combination of OWL, to
represent the terminological knowledge, and RuleML, to represent axioms, is planned.
It will permits to build operational ontologies that can be used on the Web.
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Abstract. CST’s Baby CareLink provides a ‘collaborative healthware’ 
environment for parents of premature infants that incorporates just-in-time 
learning as one means of knowledge exploration and patient empowerment [1], 
[2], [3].  As the Baby CareLink content base has continued to grow, it has 
become increasingly difficult for content prescribers to identify all relevant 
resources for parents at a given point in time in their child’s course of care.  In 
addition, the growing content base has become increasingly difficult to 
maintain without a rich indexing system.  In order to address these issues, we 
have developed an ontology-driven application that supports the indexing and 
retrieval of educational materials according to rich descriptions of premature 
infants.  
We have developed an initial OWL-DL-based [4] ontology describing relevant 
concepts in the domain of neonatology, including clinical conditions, diagnostic 
testing, therapies, durable medical equipment, and the infants themselves. We 
have developed an initial terminologic model describing typical clinical 
problems and therapies that occur over the clinical course of these premature 
infants.  Indexers tag educational resources through a web based client 
application that allows them to create rich descriptions of educational resources 
based on the reference ontology.  Clinical end-users interact with a client 
application that identifies educational resources appropriate to clinical scenarios 
occurring over the course of a typical premature infant’s development based on 
the description generated from records of existing infants in the Baby CareLink 
system, or according to a user-created description. 
Network Inference’s tools were used to develop the neonatology ontology and 
implement the run-time system.  Construct™, a Visio-based ontology modeling 
tool was used to develop the reference ontology.  This tool allowed the 
representation of the domain’s concepts, subsumption relationships, properties, 
instances, and axioms diagrammatically. Cerebra Server™, an OWL-DL-based 
inferencing platform was used to provide logical consistency-checking at 
modeling time directly from Construct™. Cerebra Server™ was integrated with 
Baby CareLink and to the indexing and retrieving tools through a .Net 
connector that provides an API for 1) extending the ontology at indexing time 
with newly-classified educational resources, 2) dynamically creating instances 
of individual premature babies using data from Baby CareLink and 3) querying 
the ontology at run-time. 
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This knowledge centric approach to the identification and recommendation of 
educational resources is anticipated to better individualize information for 
parents of infants managed through Baby CareLink and increase the efficacy of 
the information prescription process. The approach is expected to increase the 
return on investment provided by Baby CareLink through reduction in the time 
required by nurses and care managers to interact with the system. 
Introduction 
CST’s Baby CareLink provides a ‘collaborative healthware’ environment for parents 
of premature infants that incorporates just-in-time learning as one means of 
knowledge exploration and patient empowerment [1], [2], [3].  As the Baby CareLink 
content base has continued to grow, it has become increasingly difficult for content 
prescribers to identify all relevant resources for parents at a given point in time in 
their child’s course of care.  In addition, the growing content base has become 
increasingly difficult to maintain without a rich indexing system.  In order to address 
these issues, we have developed an ontology-driven application that supports the 
indexing and retrieval of educational materials according to rich descriptions of 
premature infants.  
Ontology Design 
Initial work on the Proof of Concept (POC) focused on modelling the neonatology 
domain, representing educational resources, and designing appropriate queries. The 
resulting model represents a base ontology composed of two main types of 
constructs—hierarchies of core concepts and axioms describing prototypical 
premature infants.  The resulting ontology comprises approximately 300 entities, 
including concepts, object properties, and complex concepts.   
 
The foundation for the model represents the core domain concepts to be used within 
the ontology. The core concepts are organized in hierarchies describing babies, 
problems, treatments, tests and educational resources. Each category was elaborated 
to a level of granularity required in the context of the POC. For example, Treatment 
comprises Therapies, Medications and Procedures.  Categories of Baby were defined 
according to standard properties, such as gestational age, using classes with 
customized complex datatypes to express value ranges within which patients could be 
classified.  A number of Object Properties were defined (e.g. “may present”, “may be 
treated”, “may be tested”) in order to facilitate the definition of relationships between 
concepts.  These are also used later in the process of querying the live ontology 
 
An additional class called ‘Typical’ was introduced into the model. The Typical class 
facilitates the creation of a taxonomic model describing prototypical premature 
infants, their presenting problems, and usual therapies.  This strategy addresses reuse 
by permitting very general axioms in the model, e.g., “A typical 24-36 week old 
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premature infant presenting with respiratory distress syndrome may be treated with 
surfactant and either mechanical ventilation or CPAP” without burdening all 
instantiations of 24-30 week-old babies with the generalization. In the application, we 
use this duality to enable caregivers to subsequently differentiate between educational 
resources relevant to those problems a baby might be expected to present and those 
based upon what the baby is known to present.  
 
The model of prototypical premature infants contained in the ontology consists of 
complex concepts that define required and optional combinations of tests and 
treatments for problems presented by babies within specific age ranges.  The OWL-
DL constructs intersectionOf and unionOf were used to define relationships and 
restrictions over concepts in the ontology. Problems, Treatments and Tests were 
associated graphically with the intersection of the Typical class and sub-classes of 
Baby (see Figure 1). 
 
Finally, the Educational Resource class was represented.  Education Resources ‘refer 
to’ arbitrarily complex descriptions of premature infants. The representations used to 
index educational resources are created programmatically through end-user tools 
described in the following section. 
 
Fig. 1: Description of Babies with Gestational Age 24-34 weeks, in relation to 
specific problems, treatments, and tests  
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System Overview 
The application is architected to integrate at author-time with Baby CareLink’s 
content management system (CMS). Domain experts create and publish educational 
resources through a web-based editing workbench, part of the CMS. Two further tools 
were added to the workbench to support the description of resources—the Resource 
Descriptor Plug-in and the Publishing Wizard.   Figure 2 shows the architectural 
components and their interactions at each stage. 
 
The Resource Descriptor Plug-in allows domain experts to generate metadata about 
resources in the Baby CareLink content base, using templates that represent 
prototypical relationships between concepts and constructs that exist in the base 
ontology. The plug-in dynamically obtains concepts through XQueries posted to 
Cerebra via its client API. The outputs of the plug-in are resource descriptors in the 
form of OWL-DL fragments. Each resource descriptor is an instance of the 
Educational Resource concept, restricted by the combinations of Problems, 
Treatments and/or Tests relating to a rich description for a premature infant. The 
source for resource descriptors is stored in the content management system. 
 
The Publishing Wizard facilitates the deployment of resource descriptors into 
Cerebra. It interacts with both the CMS and Cerebra to merge completed resource 
descriptors into the active ontology. The source for the resulting extended ontology 
must also be saved should the ontology need to be reloaded into Cerebra. 
  
 
Figure 2.a – Domain expert creates 
resource descriptors using templates and 
concepts obtained from the ontology. 
Figure 2.b – Once all education resources 
are described by resource descriptors, 
these are published to Cerebra. 
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In addition to the author-time tools, Baby CareLink was extended in order to 
represent patients within the inferencing system. A Patient Profiler module was 
developed that synthesizes CareLink data from registered infants into instances of the 
Baby concept.  These instances serve as the focal point with which to identify 
educational resources for each patient.  The Patient profiler acts as a daemon, 
executing at periodic intervals and forcing reclassification of the resulting ontology 
once new Baby instances have been merged. 
 
At run-time, the Information Prescription Pad extends the existing Prescribed 
Education module by providing rapid, fine-grained searches against the universe of 
educational resources known to Cerebra.  Clinicians interact with the Pad’s user 
interface in order to create a description of an appropriate baby to be used for search.  
The interface presents a series of templates for completion using concepts from the 
ontology.  Clinicians may build a description from an existing baby or a prototypical 
baby.   
 
The Information Prescription Pad queries Cerebra in order to retrieve concepts that 
may be valid fillers for slots of the selected template. Posting an instanceProperty 
query to Cerebra using a Baby instance and an object property will return all valid 
fillers for the specified property.  If the clinician is interested in what typically could 
be relevant to a particular patient, the Pad uses the specific Baby instance representing 
that patient as part of the query – i.e., the conjunction of ‘Premature Baby 1’ and the 
concept ‘Typical’. If the clinician is interested in a prototypical baby, the Pad will use 
the concept that represents that type of baby when querying Cerebra Server – i.e., 
‘Premature Baby with 24 to 30 weeks Gestational Age’ and the concept ‘Typical’. 
Once all templates have been completed, the Information Prescription Pad formulates 
an XQuery and posts it to Cerebra through the client API. 
 
The query returns instances of Educational Resources that match the criteria specified 
in the template. Each instance has a property containing the URI of the resource to be 
prescribed. The Information Prescription Pad renders the list of applicable resources 
and provides both a way to review the document and to assign it to the parents of a 
baby. After relevant resources have been chosen, the Information Prescription Pad 
updates the User Profile of the chosen parent, assigning the resources for her review 
the next time that she accesses Baby CareLink. 
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Fig. 3.b. Clinicians use the Information Prescription Pad to query Cerebra for 
educational resources  
 
Evaluation 
At the time of submission, the POC system is being alpha tested at CST. Domain 
experts are in the process of defining resource descriptors for the more than 800 
documents that comprise the Baby CareLink content base, using the Resource 
Descriptor Plug-in added to the Editing Workbench. The first stage of the process 
centers on creating metadata for the subset of documents related to respiratory 
problems, their treatments and the tests that could be performed on a baby presenting 
An Ontology-Driven Application to Improve the Prescription of Educational Resources to 
Parents of Premature Infants      7 
such problems. The domain experts’ feedback is being used to refine the templates 
originally developed. 
Conclusions and Impacts 
We have developed an ontology-driven application that facilitates the prescription of 
educational materials to parents of premature infants. Our ontology supports 
reasonably high-fidelity representations of neonates, their clinical problems, and 
ongoing treatments.  These representations allow for a rapid, fine-grained search 
against a document set of approximately eight hundred documents.  The ontology has 
also supported the development of a taxonomic model of potential problems and 
treatments occurring in typical neonates over time.  The taxonomic model supports 
the creation of a module to answer “what if” questions regarding typical clinical 
scenarios, e.g., “What are the typical treatments for a 27-week-only baby with 
respiratory distress syndrome?” 
 
This early work is significant in several dimensions.  We were able to develop a 
small, but robust ontology supporting a sophisticated retrieval application using the 
current draft of OWL-DL.  The feature set of the Cerebra Server provided model-time 
validation of the developing ontology, real-time updates to the ontology, and adequate 
querying and inferencing capabilities for both terminologic reasoning, and reasoning 
about instances.  We are able to incorporate Cerebra as a modular inferencing service 
within a larger software architecture. 
 
While the CST modelers had previous familiarity with description logic systems such 
as LOOM [5], they found that OWL-DL still had a significant learning curve.  For 
example, understanding OWL representations for necessary and sufficient conditions 
requires multiple re-readings of the OWL reference manual to ensure correct 
subsumption relationships.  The Construct modeling tool simplifies this by hiding the 
verbosity of the OWL language, but the modelers also found it was necessary to think 
in terms of axiomatic representations in addition to object models.  Much of the 
collaborative effort between CST and Network Inference was spent in identifying 
critical OWL modeling idioms that would scale as the ontology grew.  Additionally, 
while terminologic query capabilities were adequate for this application, there 
remains ground for additional improvements in the expressiveness of a query 
language for OWL.  Standard notions of time, which are important for our 
application, remain to be adapted for an OWL environment.  Finally, while we were 
able to adapt datatypes for use in characterizing age ranges for our infant models, it 
would be useful to incorporate numeric comparison operators into OWL as well. 
 
Future work will examine the use or integration of existing healthcare ontologies into 
our system.  Generalization of our work to additional medical domains is best 
accomplished through extension of existing ontologies as opposed to de novo 
development.  Fortunately, there is an existing base of formal ontologies for the health 
care domain, such as GALEN [6] and SNOMED [7], with which to develop 
     Howard Goldberg et al. 
applications. The features and employed idioms of these ontologies must be evaluated 
to establish their use in knowledge mediators such as the one we have developed.  
Additionally, these are very large ontologies, whose applicability to Description 
Logic reasoning and performance characteristics must be determined for the inference 
engine and architecture we are deploying. 
 
Our early work adds additional evidence to the utility of ontology-driven knowledge 
mediators, as previously demonstrated by systems such as TAMBIS [8] and 
Ariadne/SIMS [9].  This work adds the additional capability for the system to reason 
over the domain of interest through the additional terminologic model of typical 
premature infants over time.  By addressing real-world implementations of ontology-
driven knowledge mediators, we believe this class of mediators may be one of the 
early ‘killer applications’ for semantic web technologies. 
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Description of the experiment. Tools Interoperability  
The objective of the interoperability experiment proposed in EON2003 is to analyze how ontologies can 
be exchanged (exported and/or imported) between different tools - either ontology-related or general 
software-engineering related – and/or languages. We foresee to obtain as results of this experiment a set 
of conclusions, metrics and guidelines to assess on the quality of exports and imports, interoperability, 
and on how exported/imported ontologies can be integrated in different tools. These guidelines could be 
also used to decide in which cases it is better to use one ontology tool or another for different domains 
and with different modelling/reasoning needs. 
 
Although it is not a requisite to perform this experiment, we recommend to use the same ontology 
description that was used in EON2002, in the travelling domain, which can be found in the EON2002 site 
(http://km.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/eon2002). 
 
As an example, the following protocol can be used to perform this experiment: 
1. Develop an ontology with an ontology tool (or reuse it from the EON2002 ontologies repository).  
2. Export the ontology to other ontology languages and/or tools, depending on the export capabilities of 
the selected tool. 
3. Assess the quality of the transformations performed by the selected tool, analyzing the losses of 
information in the translation process. 
4. Import the ontology to tools able to import the format in which the ontology is available. This import 
can be also performed with the same tool used to develop the ontology. 
5. Assess the quality of the transformation performed by the selected tools, analyzing the losses of 
information in the translation process. 
6. Analyze the differences between the original ontology and the ontology that results from this circular 
transformation.  
 
The previous protocol is suggested as a possible choice for experimenting interoperability between tools 
and languages. The workshop will be open to any other configurations where the central issue of 
interoperability is handled, such as comparing how different tools export to another language/tool, how 
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SemTalk is a MS-Visio based graphical modelling tool, which is used for a broad range of 
applications as there are Business Process Modelling, SAP Product Configuration and visual 
glossaries. Since it is based on an open extendable meta model new modelling tools can be 
created with reasonable effort. Most of these solutions make use of SemTalk’s ability to 
represent ontologies or at least taxonomies in a visual way using MS-Visio and MS-Office 
clipart symbols. A typical SemTalk model is being published as HTML on the intranet or it is 




The native modelling language supported by the SemTalk [1] consistency engine is settled 
somewhere in the middle between RDFS and OWL. It supports multiple inheritance, 
instances, object- and data type properties. Graphically we follow the approach of the UML 
tools with boxes for classes and labelled arcs for object type properties. Data type properties 
are being displayed inside the rectangle of the class. We prefer this relatively compact 
notation in contrast to the graphical DAML notation used in VisioDAML.  
We experienced the SemTalk language constructs as being as complex and powerful enough 
to express most of the business problems in the SemTalk application domains. The majority 
of users who create ontologies are domain experts and not experts for description logic. Only 
a minority of the resulting models is going to be interpreted by machines (except for SAP 
Product Configuration, which also requires additional language concepts understood by SAP 




In collaboration with Ontoprise GmbH we have created an F-Logic export interface to 
communicate with Ontobroker™ and OntoEdit™ [2].  
In collaboration with Network Inference Ltd. SemTalk has been customized to cover full 
OWL graphically [3]. Because the SemTalk engine has been left unchanged, it can not be 
used to check complex expressions, disjointness or equivalence. The Network Inference 
product “Construct™” is designed for reasoning on the graphically created OWL model with 
the Cerebra™ engine. 
 
SemTalk has export- import interfaces to RDFS and DAML. The main goal of these 
interfaces is to make use of existing ontologies in various SemTalk modelling scenarios. 
These interfaces are limited to the language subset of the SemTalk engine. E.g. a DAML 
disjointness axiom is being ignored by the DAML parser, DAML lists etc. are not being 
recognized. This limitation applies to all DAML and RDFS imports described in the 
following chapter. For the OWL implementation these restrictions do not apply anymore:  
Full OWL can be parsed and generated. We expect significantly higher quality of the import 
once all tools will support OWL. It is currently not planned to complete the SemTalk DAML 
export. All further development will be done on OWL. 
Results of the Experiment 
     
Screenshots of the resulting models are in the appendix. The resulting models will be made 
available on http://www.semtalk.com  
 
 
Loom We did not try to convert the Lisp files 
OilEd After fixing some issues on the SemTalk DAML import, a subset of 
the model could be imported. The OildEd model differs 
significantly from the other models because it makes frequent use of 
those DAML features which are not support by SemTalk for 
DAML: intersectionOf, unionOf etc. 
On the other hand this model is quite close to OWL. We tried to 
rename some XML elements to OWL, but finally failed to import it 
mainly because of the combination of “cons”-ed Lists and operators. 
OntoEdit • Since SemTalk has only an F-Logik export and not an F-
Logik import function, the flo file could not be imported. 
• Using DAML import classes, instances and properties could 
be imported. Cardinalities are ignored. 
OpenKnoME We did not try to convert the Smalltalk files 
Protégé Using RDFS import.  
Ignored by SemTalk RDFS Import even if the SemTalk engine 
could represent them: 
• OverridingProperty 
• Cardinalities  
• Allowed Values / Defaultvalues 
• All Data types 
• Inverse properties are mapped as properties 
Terminae We did not try to convert the text / Oil files 
WebODE Failed to import classes as rdf:description with rdf:type Class 
KAON Successful import after manually removing the XML-namespace 
“a:” 
 
The overall impression from a SemTalk standpoint is, that SemTalk failed to import DAML 
models with complex expressions. This issue has already been fixed for OWL, which is in 
turn not supported by the current versions of the other tools. SemTalk succeeded in importing 
taxonomies from all tools, which support DAML or RDFS.  
 
From a business point of view the lack of importing models having axioms and rich logical 
expressions is not very relevant since those expressions are not included in the other SemTalk 
methodologies such as Business Process Modelling. Being able to import taxonomies with 
subclassing and properties is the main point for our current customers. 
 
Being a graphical OWL editor has not been the major goal of SemTalk in the past. The first 
solution for OWL is the Construct version of SemTalk developed with Network Inference 
early 2003. The intension of  “Construct” is to replace the non-graphical OilEd by an easy-to 
use graphical tool.  
 
The problems we found using the more sophisticated features of OWL in practice are, that: 
 
1. Most end users will not even try to understand description logic. Ontology modelling 
is very often ignored at all. The major problem which arises is how to use 
“subClassOf” properly. Concepts like disjointness, equivalence, one of etc. are not 
understood by casual users without further explanation. 
2. A real WYSIWYG implementation with permanent and incremental consistency 
checking is needed to make it usable for a larger community, which none of the 
existing engines can provide yet. 
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The following screenshots show results of imports from OilEd, OntoEdit, Protégé and 
KAON. The last screenshot shows a part of the OilEd model rebuild with the OWL shapeset 
made for Construct. 
 
Screenshot 1 Oiled DAML Import 
 
Screenshot 2 Instances of the OntoEdit DAML Import 
 
Screenshot 3 Instances of the Protege RDFS Import 
 
Screenshot 4 KAON DAML Import 
 
 
Screenshot 5 Subset of the OilEd Model redone with the OWL Shapeset 
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of the interoperability experiment 
proposed in EON2003, using the following ontology tools: Protégé-2000 and 
WebODE. We will show which knowledge is preserved and which knowledge 
is lost in the import/export processes between tools when using RDF(S) as an 
intermediate language.  
1   Introduction 
Protégé-2000 1.81 [6] and WebODE 2.02 [4, 1] are ontology platforms which are able 
to import and export ontologies in different languages (RDF(S), DAML+OIL, etc.). 
These ontology platforms and their RDF(S) import and export services have been 
used in our interoperability experiment. 
This document analyzes how ontologies are exchanged (exported and imported) 
between the previous ontology tools using RDF(S) [2, 5]. We have studied which type 
of knowledge is preserved and which knowledge is lost during ontology export and 
import in such tools. In our experiment we have reused the travel ontology built in 
WebODE for the EON2002 workshop [3].  
2   Interoperability experiment with WebODE and Protégé-2000 
In order to analyze the interoperability between WebODE and Protégé-2000, we have 
carried out the following process: 
1. Reuse the travel ontology built in WebODE for the EON2002 Workshop [3], and 
export such ontology to RDF(S) using the WebODE RDF(S) export service. 
                                                                 
1 http://protege.stanford.edu/ 
2 http://webode.dia.fi.upm.es/ 
2. Import this RDF(S) ontology in Protégé-2000. 
3. Export the ontology from Protégé-2000 to RDF(S). 
4. Import the Protégé-2000 RDF(S) ontology in WebODE, and analyze the 
differences between the original ontology (reused ontology) and the ontology that 
results from this circular import/export process. 
 
Figure 1 shows the circular import/export process that we have carried out in the first 






























Figure 1. Circular import/export process using WebODE and Protégé-2000. 
2.1   Step 1. Export to RDF(S) using WebODE 
The WebODE ontology in the travel domain described in [3] and shown in figure 2 
have been first exported automatically to RDF(S).  
We have studied the generated RDF(S) files, and we can mention the following 
features: 
• WebODE generates a ZIP file that contains: 
§ One file for the conceptualization of the ontology (travel_fromWebODE.rdfs 
which contains the classes and properties of the ontology). 
§ One file for each instance set that the user has decided to export (which 
contain the instances of that instance set). In our case, we have exported one 
of the instance sets, the one corresponding to the travel agency in New York 
(travelAgencyNY_fromWebODE.rdf). 
• As a difference with the RDF(S) export function of other tools, such as Protégé-
2000, WebODE does not export all the knowledge of the ontology as it is defined 
in the original ontology, but only those pieces of knowledge that can be directly 
represented with the standard knowledge model of RDF Schema. Consequently, 
axioms defined in the original ontology are not exported, disjoint and exhaustive 




Figure 2. Edition of instance attributes of the concept accommodation with the 
WebODE ontology editor. 
 
• In the RDF(S) export process, the user is requested the namespace of the 
ontology to be exported. We have used the namespace: 
http://webode.dia.fi.upm.es/RDFS/EON2003_Travel_Ontology#. The files 
exported contain the following predefined namespaces for the RDF and RDFS 
prefixes: 
§ rdf: http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 
§ rdfs: http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 
 
We have found the following problems  in the exported RDF and RDFS files: 




• The relation usesTransportMean, which is defined in WebODE between the 
following pairs of concepts: (carRented, car) , (cityBus, bus) , (flight, 
airTransportMean), (undergroundTransport, underground), (transport, 
transportMean), is defined only once in the generated RDFS file. This is due to the 
fact that RDF does not allow homonymous property names. Besides, in RDFS this 
property does not have its domain nor its range defined. 
• The same applies to class and instance attributes, which are necessarily attached 
to a concept in WebODE, so that we can have different attributes with the same 
name in different concepts. For instance, the class attribute numberOfStars is 
defined once in the RDFS file, while it is defined for five classes in WebODE 
(1StarHotel, 2StarHotel, etc.). In this case, neither the domain nor the range are 
specified in the RDFS file.  
• Finally, since the RDF(S) export function was developed when the treatment of 
datatypes was not clear in the RDFS specification, the current RDF(S) export 
function converts all the types of WebODE instance and class attributes to 
rdfs:Literal. 
• WebODE constants are transformed into concepts in RDF(S). For instance, the 
constant celsius degrees is transformed into the concept celsius_degrees. 
Consequently, it loses its value. 
2.2   Step 2. Import the RDF(S) files generated by WebODE into Protégé-2000 
We have imported into Protégé-2000 the RDF and RDFS files generated in the 
previous stage of our experiment. During the import process, the following comments 
have been provided by Protégé-2000: 
• Protégé-2000 has recognized four namespaces in the ontologies imported:  
§ rdf, rdfs, and the base namespace of the ontology 




• Besides, the values of class attributes that were exported from WebODE to 
RDF(S) are not correctly imported (e.g., the number of stars of a hotel, the air 
company in charge of a flight, etc.). Protégé-2000 shows a warning that alerts the 
user that this “own slot” has not been defined in a metaclass, as shown in figure 3. 
Consequently, this information is lost. 
 
 
Figure 3. Own slots’ import problem with Protégé-2000. 
The result of the import process is shown in figure 4. There we can see the details of 
the concept accommodation, whose template slots are the same as those defined in 
WebODE (except for hasRoom and placedIn , which were defined as relations in 
WebODE). However there are some differences between these attributes and 
relations, which are related to their cardinalities and types . As a result of using RDFS 
as an exchange language, we have lost the cardinality information for template slots. 
Additionally, the types “integer”, “Boolean”, etc., have been transformed to “String” 
in Protégé-2000, since they were transformed by WebODE to rdfs:Literal. Finally, 
the type of the slot ur” is “Instance”, of the class :THING, as it was transformed to a 
property whose range was rdfs:Resource by WebODE. 
After the import process, we have compared the WebODE ontology and the Protégé-
2000 ontology (shown in figure 4), finding the following differences: 
 
 
Figure 4. Travel ontology in Protégé-2000. 
 
• Attributes whose type was “integer” or “Boolean” in WebODE have changed in 
Protégé-2000 to type “String”. This is due to the fact that the RDFS file already 
contained a transformation of these basic types to rdfs:Literal. 
• The cardinalities of attributes have changed. All of them have 0 as a minimum 
cardinality and N as a maximum cardinality (that is, they are defined as 
“multiple”). 
• The class attributes defined in WebODE have disappeared, because of the own 
slot problem described in the import process. 
• The attributes with multiple documentations (multiple rdfs:label properties 
attached) have now one single documentation that joins all of them. 
• The knowledge about disjoint and exhaustive decompositions, and partitions is 
lost in Protégé-2000, since it was not available in the RDF(S) files. The same 
applies to axioms, concept groups, constants, etc. 
• The values of the attribute url for two of the instances have been transformed to 
instance themselves, as instances of the class :THING. In WebODE and RDF(S) 
they were just URIs. 
Since Protégé-2000 is not able to work with different instance sets at the same time, 
we have been only able to import one of the instance sets that could be exported by 
WebODE. 
2.3   Step 3. Export the Protégé-2000 ontology to RDF(S) 
Finally, we have exported the Protégé-2000 ontology to RDF(S) and we have 
obtained two files, one for the classes and another one for the instances. There are 
many differences (mainly syntactic) between the original RDF(S) files and the target 
RDF(S) files generated, as can be seen by simply comparing the four files. 
2.4   Step 4. Import the RDF(S) ontology generated by Protégé-2000 into 
WebODE 
In order to import the ontology into WebODE, we have had to join the two files 
generated by Protégé-2000 into only one file that contains both the ontology 
conceptualization and the instances. This file is called 
Travel_fromProtegetoWebODE.rdf_s. 
 
In this  import process we have found the following problems: 
• Protégé-2000 uses a namespace for the RDFS KR ontology that comes from an 
old specification: http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/PR-rdf-schema-19990303#. This 
causes the WebODE RDF(S) import function to not correctly detect the concepts 
defined in the ontology. Consequently, we have edited the file manually so as to 
change this namespace by the following: http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#. 
• The concepts  whose identifier starts with a digit have not been imported 
correctly. As a consequence, we had to rename manually the terms 1StarHotel, 
2StarHotel, 3StarHotel, 4StarHotel, and 5StarHotel. 
• The same applies to the instances whose identifier starts with a digit. In this 
case, the WebODE import function notifies the following error: 
“Error importing RDFS ontology: Error occurred in server thread; nested 
exception is: com.hp.hpl.mesa.rdf.jena.model.RDFError: 
org.xml.sax.SAXParseException: An invalid second ':' was found in the 
element type or attribute name.” 
 which is not much descriptive about the problem in the source RDF(S) file. 
In this case, we have compared the original ontology built in WebODE and the 
resulting ontology of importing the RDF(S) of Protégé-2000 in WebODE (shown in 
figure 5).  
 
We have found the following differences in our comparison: 
• A new concept is generated in WebODE (rdfs:Resource) which is used as the 
root concept of the ontology. 
• New relations, which did not exist in the original ontology, appear in the 
imported ontology. These relations were represented as attributes of type URL in 
the original ontology. Since they were transformed into slots with range :THING, 
and transformed back to RDFS as properties with range rdfs:Resource, they have 
not been recovered as originally during the last imp ort process. 
 
 
Figure 5. Travel ontology imported from Protégé-2000 RDF(S). 
 
• The concept b&b (bed and breakfast) has been transformed to b, because of the 
symbol &. 
• The documentation of concepts, attributes, relations, etc., now have more text: 
they include the term label (as defined in the Protégé-2000 RDF(S) files) and the 
comment, which was the original documentation. 
• The cardinalities and types of the instance and class attributes are different from 
those that were originally present in WebODE. This knowledge was lost in the first 
step. 
• All the information that was already lost in the first export process is, of course, 
missing: disjoint and exhaustive decompositions, partitions, axioms, etc. 
• Relations with the same name represented in WebODE (e.g., 
usesTransportMean) are now transformed into a unique relation whose domain is 
rdfs:Resource. 
• Class and instance attributes with the same name represented in WebODE (e.g., 
airCompany) are now transformed into a unique relation whose domain and range 
is rdfs:Resource. This is due to the fact that their domain was not exported to 
RDF(S) in step 1. 
3   Conclusions 
The table 1 summarizes the main conclusions of this circular import/export processes, 
with the number of ontology components that can be found in each of the ontologies 
generated during the process. We do not care about other issues, such as differences 
in the domains, ranges, cardinalities, term names, etc. 
 








#concepts 62 62 623 62 63 
#subclass of 24 61 63 63  63 
#disjoint 
decompositions 
6 0 0 0 0 
#exhaustive 
decompositions 
0 0 0 0 0 
#partitions 3 0 0 0 0 
#attributes/relations 69 43 43 43 44 
#axioms  8 0 0 0 0 
#constants 1 0 0 0 0 
#instances 20 20 22 22 20 
Table 1. Summary of knowledge preserved and lost during the circular 
import/export process 
 
The most relevant comments that can be extracted from the previous table are the 
following: 
• WebODE creates a new concept when importing ontologies from RDF(S). This 
class is rdfs:Resource, which is used as the root concept of all the ontology 
concepts, and is also used as the domain and/or range of several ad hoc relations 
for which the domain/range has not been defined explicitly in the RDFS file. 
• With regard to the taxonomic relationships between concepts, we have two 
comments: 
§ WebODE is able to represent disjoint and exhaustive knowledge in its 
concept taxonomies. However, with RDFS we cannot represent this kind of 
knowledge, and consequently it is transformed into simple subclass of 
relationships. This is the reason why there are 24 subclass of relationships 
defined in the original ontology, and they are transformed into 61 in the 
RDF(S) file and successive transformations. 
§ Besides, when importing the ontology from RDF(S) to Protégé-2000 two 
new subclass of relationships appear. These are related to the use of the class 
:THING as the root class of any Protégé-2000 ontology. As a consequence, 
the classes thing and celsius_degrees from the original ontology are 
explicitly declared as subclasses of :THING. 
                                                                 
3 This figure does not include the system classes that are always generated by 
Protégé-2000 
• The number of attributes and relations that are present in the original ontology is 
quite different than that of the ontology generated in RDF(S) and obtained in the 
subsequent processes. The reason for this is that WebODE allows representing 
different attributes and relations for different concepts with the same name. This is 
not allowed neither in RDF(S) nor in Protégé-2000. Consequently, in the 
transformation, attributes and relations with the same name are transformed into 
only one attribute/relation.  
• We have discovered an error in the import process of WebODE with the 
RDF(S) property url, whose range is rdfs:Resource. This property is transformed 
into an attribute of type URL and a relation between the concept accommodation 
and the concept rdfs:Resource. 
• Axioms and constants are lost in the transformation to RDF(S), since they 
cannot be represented in this language. 
• Finally, the number of instances is constant, except for the import to Protégé-
2000, in which instances are created for two resources that appear as the range of 
the property url (holidayInn hotels ’ URLs), and except for the import to WebODE, 
where these instances are lost since they are instances of rdfs:Resource. 
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Case Study: Using Protégé to Convert the
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Abstract. Our goal was to evaluate the import/export capabilities of
Protégé between various ontology file formats. As a starting point, we
chose the Travel ontology used for the Protégé experiment from the pre-
vious EON workshop. We exported this into UML, from where we could
import most of the ontology into the mainstream software development
tool Poseidon. Furthermore, we exported the ontology into OWL. The
resulting OWL file could be processed by the OWL Species Validator.
All transformations maintained the structure of the ontology without
problems but could not handle all of the model semantics correctly.
1 Introduction
Protégé (http://protege.stanford.edu) is one of the most widely used ontology
editors with currently about 10,000 registered users. Its extensible open-source
platform supports several ontology file formats including CLIPS (Protégé’s na-
tive format), various XML dialects, databases, DAML+OIL and RDF(S). Very
recently, storage plugins for the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) have been added. Both plugins are not complete yet
and will evolve during the following months.
This document reports on a simple experiment with the UML and OWL Plu-
gins. We wanted to test whether Protégé can convert a given ontology into these
formats and to get an idea of which information are getting lost during conver-
sion. Our starting point is the Travel Ontology developed by Natasha F. Noy as
described in her contribution to the previous EON workshop. A screenshot of
this ontology (displayed in Protégé) is shown in figure ??.
The experiment was performed using the most recent alpha release of Protégé
2.0 (build 42). Older versions (starting with version 1.8) would expose the same
behavior for the UML conversion. However, these versions do not support the
OWL Plugin.
2
Fig. 1. The original ontology (CLIPS format) edited with Protégé.
2 UML Export and Import
UML is one of the best known modeling languages for real-world projects. There
have been several attempts to exploit UML for ontology modeling so that main-
stream tools can be used for knowledge modeling. The Object Management
Group (OMG) has recently issued a call for proposals for a UML-based ontology
language which will boost interest in ontology design among software develop-
ers. In order to provide some interoperability between Protégé and UML tools,
the UML Plugin has been developed in February 2003. Since then, it has been
adopted into routine use by many users.
The Protégé knowledge model (OKBC) and UML allow very similar con-
structs. Most obviously, the following conversions exist:
– UML classes can be compared to OKBC classes
– UML objects are similar to OKBC instances
– UML attributes and relationships are comparable to OKBC slots
However, there is a significant area of language elements that are incompat-
ible. Most notably, Protégé supports a native constraint language called PAL,
whereas UML uses its Object Constraint Language (OCL). Both have a similar
structure but a converter does not exist yet.
3
Another difference is that Protégé supports generic facet overloading, which
means that you can redefine slot properties (such as value type, cardinality and
default values) for certain classes. This reflects a major difference between UML
and OKBC, namely that in OKBC, slots are first-class elements and can exist
without being assigned to a class, whereas UML attributes and relationships
must be assigned to classes. Protégé’s UML Plugin is able to handle this differ-
ence. For example, it creates multiple copies of an attribute if a slot is attached
to more than one class. It fails however with complex facet overloads, because a
comparable concept does not exist in UML.
Other differences between UML and OKBC include the handling of meta-
classes (which is much more flexible in Protégé) and support for instances. Al-
though UML officially has the concept of Object Diagrams, few tools support it
properly, and so the UML Plugin does not export instances. There is however
no reason why this should not be supported in future versions.
Fig. 2. The ontology exported with Protégé in UML format opened with Poseidon for
UML.
For the given travel ontology, most of the structural information from the
ontology could be preserved. As shown in figure ??, the resulting UML file (in
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XMI format) could be loaded with the well-known UML modeling tool Poseidon.
Since not all CASE tools support the XMI standard equally well, it might not be
possible to load UML files generated with Protégé into all tools. This shortcoming
is however due to different interpretations of UML/XMI standards by third-party
tools, while Protégé supports the official UML specification.
Note that Protégé can also re-import UML files that have been changed with
an external tool. In this step it will also combine multiple namesake attributes
into a single slot, etc.
The following information got lost during the translation:
– PAL Constraints
– Facet overloads (there were 4 of them in the original ontology)
The allowed values of symbol slots are exported correctly in the XMI file,
but not displayed by the UML tool so that the datatype of some attributes is
“null”. This is a bug in Poseidon.
While UML and OKBC each provide different modeling elements, they are
both extensible and thus allow for a complete round-trip mapping. Protégé’s
generic metamodeling architecture can be used to define new metaclasses which
capture UML-specific items such as methods and OCL expressions. This has been
partially implemented so that Protégé can also be used to define class methods.
UML has a number of extension mechanisms, such as stereotypes and tagged
values, which can be used to store Protégé-specific data for round-tripping.
The rather awful problem with the current UML specification (before 2.0) is
that there is no standard exchange format for diagrams. This means that users
need to re-layout their class diagrams each time when it has been changed.
3 OWL Export and Import
Work on the OWL Plugin for Protégé started in April 2003 and is not finished
yet. Therefore the following results are preliminary (and might have changed at
the workshop time). Protégé relies on the Jena API, a leading Java-based API
for OWL and RDF. Since this software is also still in alpha state, not all features
are implemented yet.
As shown in figure ??, Protégé and OWL each support constructs that are
not available in the other. A major difference is that OWL supports arbitrary
class descriptions, whereas Protégé only knows primitive named classes. We
have extended Protégé’s metamodel to express these additional language ele-
ments. More details on this mapping can be found on the OWL Plugin web site
(http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl).
The current version of the OWL plugin allows to load arbitrary OWL (DL)
files into Protégé. Some elements of OWL Full, especially metaclasses, can be
represented. Protégé maintains a copy of the OWL model using the Jena API,
and changes in the Protégé model are synchronized with the OWL objects. This
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Fig. 3. The language elements of Protégé and OWL in comparison.
its own metaclass hierarchy at least remain untouched when saved back to a file.
Editing OWL files with Protégé is therefore lossless.
The example travel ontology could be converted into Protégé without prob-
lems. As shown in figure ??, facet overloads are automatically converted into
OWL restrictions (here: An allValuesFrom restriction). The only information
that currently gets lost is Protégé-specific elements such as PAL constraints.
The OWL files created by Protégé obey the recent OWL standard speci-
fication and can be loaded by external OWL tools such as the OWL Species
Validator. However, due to the lack of other ontology tools with OWL support,
we could not seriously test advanced issues such as round-tripping between tools.
4 Discussion and Future Work
The simple case studies show that Protégé is a suitable platform for interchanging
models in standard languages such as UML and OWL. Both languages play
a central role in two huge communities that are traditionally not counted as
ontology builders: Mainstream Software Engineering and the Semantic Web,
respectively. The wide adoption of Protégé’s support for these languages has
6
Fig. 4. The ontology in OWL format edited with Protégé.
shown us how important they are and that ontology construction could play a
much more important role in these communities.
Both examples also demonstrate the flexibility of the OKBC knowledge
model. OKBC provides a very flexible metamodeling architecture that can be
easily extended to capture other languages than those natively supported by
Protégé. With an extended metamodel in place, one only needs to adapt the
user interface to get a custom-tailored modeling tool for almost any language.
Several specific editor components have been implemented for OWL.
In support of true round-trip engineering – which is crucial for real world
projects – the tools should make sure that one tool’s language specific data is
not lost when opened with another tool. We have not fully implemented these
capabilities due to lack of time. Currently, Protégé-specific information that does
not have a direct counterpart in OWL or UML is getting lost. There are however
no reasons why this should not be possible in the future.
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I. Introduction 
Because the idea of building a single, overall ontology for the entire Semantic Web 
seems impossible, we believe that integration of the various standards and ontology 
building tools is an important goal. However, the lack of interoperability between the 
different knowledge engineering tools currently available constitutes one of the 
bottlenecks of the Semantic Web [1]. Yet shared ontologies, ontology extension, and 
most ontology tools exhibit a certain degree of interoperability. In this experiment, we 
evaluate the capabilities of two ontology tools—Protégé and OilEd—to successfully 
import an ontology originally developed using the other tool. In Figure 1, we show the 
tools we have evaluated, indicating relationships among the tools. The arrows show the 
sorts of output formats (languages) that each tool can produce.  
 
OilEd (version 3.5) http://oiled.man.ac.uk is the de facto standard environment for the 
language which grew out of the combination of DAML and OIL and has been variously 
known as DAML+OIL and OWL. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) has recently 
been advanced to a W3C Candidate Recommendation status. Details are available under 
the Semantic Web activity of W3C at http://www.w3.org/2001/sw . OWL is based on 
description logics but has many of the syntactic and other features of Frame languages. 
As DAML+OIL, the native format for OilEd ontologies, is not readable by Protégé 2.0 
beta, ontologies created with OilEd should be exported in RDFS format to be readable by 
Protégé. OilEd can export in OWL format but is unable to import ontologies in this 
format, so OWL will not be evaluated. 
 
Protégé 2.0 beta http://protege.stanford.edu is an extensible ontology editor and a 
knowledge base editor. Protégé uses the Open Knowledge-Base Connectivity protocol 
(OKBC) model as the basis for its own knowledge model. OKBC is a common query and 
construction interface for frame-based systems. As an effort to be compatible with other 
ontology tools, Protégé can export its ontologies in RDFS format. The current version 
provides beta level support for editing Semantic Web ontologies in OWL. The PAL 
constraints and Queries Tabs, a plug-in to represent axioms, is not compiled for Protégé 
2.0 yet. 
 
DAML+OIL plug-in for Protégé (alpha version) 
http://www.ai.sri.com/daml/DAML+OIL-plugin. is developed at SRI. The plug-in 
generates ontologies in two formats simultaneously, PPRJ and DAML, which are 
readable by Protégé and OilEd respectively. The OWL format is not supported. 
 
 
Figure 1. Relevant file formats for the two ontology tools being evaluated in this 
experiment. 
II. Building the model 
In order to test the interoperability of OilEd and Protégé, we have developed an ontology 
in the domain knowledge of osteoporosis, a common medical disorder. Our high level 
ontology has been modeled after the NLM's Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) 
Semantic Network http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls , a freely available knowledge 
source which has been subject of numerous publications. 
 
Our ontology contains over 200 concepts representing clinically-relevant aspects of 
osteoporosis, such as physical signs, symptoms, diagnostic tests and management 
options. Salient characteristics of knowledge to be represented in a biomedical ontology 
include: 
• Preferred name. Several biomedical concepts are referenced by more than one 
name, and one of them is usually preferred over the others. For example 
“Postmenopausal osteoporosis” is also known as “Type I osteoporosis”, but the 
former is the preferred one. 
• Synonymy. There are biomedical concepts which have up to six synonymous (e.g. 
“Disease of hematopoietic system” has as synonymous “Blood dyscrasia”, 
“Hematologic disease”, “Disorder of hematopoietic system”, “Hematopoietic 
disease”, “Blood disorder”, and “Hematopoietic disorder “). 
• Disjoint concepts. Examples of mutually exclusive but not exhaustive concepts 
include “Medical device” and “Clinical drug”, both subclasses of “Manufactured 
object”. 
• Partition. Examples of mutually exclusive and exhaustive concepts include 
“Organic chemical”, “Inorganic chemical”, and “Element, ion, or isotope”, all of 
them subclasses of “Chemical viewed structurally”. 
• Defined and primitive classes. We have a defined class, when we are able to 
assign sufficient as well as necessary conditions for the class (e.g. “metabolic 
disease” and “disease of bone” for the defined class “metabolic bone disease”). In 
the case of most biomedical concepts, we can only assign them some necessary 
conditions. These classes are so-called primitive classes. (e.g. the class “metabolic 
bone disease” and some necessary but not sufficient properties build up the 
primitive class “osteoporosis”). 
• Multiple inheritance (polyhierarchy). Most biomedical concepts have more than 
one parent class. 
• Abstract concepts. Some concepts, such as “Element, Ion, or Isotope” are used 
only for classification purposes. These abstract concepts can have subclasses, but 
not instances. 
• Inverse relations. In some cases it is useful to represent relations that have inverse 
meanings because both are useful. (e.g. “causes” and “has_etiology”). The 
ontology should be able to automatically assign values to the other relation when 
one of them is used. 
• Relation hierarchies. The UMLS Semantic Network associates all its 54 relations 
in a hierarchy. For example, the relation “spatially_related_to” and 
“temporally_related_to” are both subclasses of the relation “associated with”. 
 




 Protégé 2.0 beta Protégé + plug-in OilEd 3.5 
Preferred name Represented as a 
metaclass 
Represented as the 
class name 
Represented as the 
class name 









built metaclasses are 
not allowed. 
Disjoint concepts Not possible Possible, as a 
“LogicalDefinition”.  
Possible, as axioms 
Partition Not possible Not possible Initially possible but 
a bug converts a 
partition into 
disjunctions when 
the ontology is 




Not possible Possible Possible (Figure 5) 
Polyhierarchy Possible Initially possible but 
one of the parent 
classes disappears 
when imported by 




Possible Not possible Not implemented; 
metaclasses are not 
supported 
Inverse relations Implemented in the 
tool but not useful in 
this ontology because 
slots are used in 
override mode. 
Implemented in the 
tool but not useful in 
this ontology because 
slots are used in 
override mode. 
Yes (Figure 4). 
Relation 
hierarchies 
Yes, hierarchies are 
graphically displayed 
Yes, hierarchies are 
graphically displayed 
Yes, but the 
hierarchy is not 
graphically 
displayed. 
Table 1. Comparison of the ontology-building capabilities of Protégé, Protégé+plug-in, 
and OilEd. 
Ontologies generated using the alpha DAML+OIL plug-in for Protégé can not represent 
properly multiple inheritance (see Figure 3). The ability to represent polyhierarchies is 








Figure 3. Polyhierarchies modeled with DAML+OIL plug-in for Protégé (left pane) 
disappear when imported by OilEd (right pane). 
 
 
Figure 4. OilEd easily represents inverse properties (called slots in Protégé). 
 
 
Figure 5. Example of a defined class (Metabolic_bone_disease) in OilEd. 
 
 
Figure 6. Representation of disjoint classes in OilEd. A bug prevents the definitive 
representation of partitions. 
The ontologies created with Protégé, Protégé with the DAML+OIL plug-in, and OilEd 
are all available from: 
http://www.galenonet.com/Osteoporosis_Interoperability_experiment_Oct16.zip  
 
III. From Protégé to OilEd 
The ontology was exported from Protégé 2.0 beta in RDFS format. When opened with 
OilEd 3.5, all properties (slots in Protégé) were present but none of the classes. In 
additions, properties had lost its hierarchy. As classes were not present, we did not 
perform any further interoperability tests.  
 
IV. From OilEd to Protégé and back 
 
When the ontology—created with OilEd—is later imported by Protégé, all the class 
names are displayed with a prefix and we could not find a way to get rid of them (Figure 
1.). However, the main limitation we found in this step of the interoperability evaluation 
of the tools is the disappearance of the restrictions modeled with OilEd. For example, 
Protégé’s Template Slots window does not contain any representation of OilEd’s 
Restriction “Metabolic_bone_disease” “has-class” “has_location” “Bone” (compare 
Figure 5 and Figure 7). Table 2 summarizes these changes. 
 
We then saved to disk the imported ontology (originally created with OilEd), using the 
RDFS format. When this ontology (saved by Protégé, originally created with OilEd) was 
opened by OilEd, the classes pane was empty. The situation was similar to the one 
described above in section III. OilEd is not capable of successfully importing classes 
from ontologies saved with Protégé. 
 
Figure 7. The ontology created with OilEd loses its restrictions (Template slots) when 
imported by Protégé. 
 
 Ontology as imported by 
Protégé 





Inverse relations Disappear 
Relation hierarchies Conserved 




We designed an experiment to specifically evaluate the interoperability of Protégé 2.0 
beta and OilEd 3.5, two promising tools to create ontologies. Our results demonstrate that 
interoperability is not possible between these tools, by way of the RDFS format. 
The work here does not investigate the causes of these interoperation problems. In some 
cases, the problems we report may simply be due to immature tool development. The 
semantic web languages in particular are quite new, and it may take some time before 
robust and well-tested tools are available for these languages. However, in other cases, 
interoperation problems may be more fundamental, indicating a gap or discrepancy in the 
underlying knowledge models. For example, the inability of Protégé to understand and 
use disjoint concepts and defined concepts (see Table 2) may fall into this category. 
 
Each one of the two ontology engineering tools analyzed in this experiment offer special 
capabilities to represent biomedical knowledge that the other tool cannot offer. Protégé’s 
advantage over OilEd include the representation of preferred names, synonymous, and 
abstract concepts. On the other way, OilEd uniquely allows the representation of disjoint 
concepts, defined and primitive classes, and to more easily represent inverse relations. 
 
Interoperability of ontology engineering tools is highly desired, in order to integrate the 
different knowledge representations developed by different groups and organizations. 
However, knowledge representation is an area so complex that, in general, the different 
tools available lack interoperability. The ongoing CO-ODE project, which will merge the 
best of Protégé and OilEd, promises to enable interoperability between knowledge 
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